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in Jon M. Huntsman Sr.’s quest to build the
ultimate interdisciplinary cancer facility.
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See what our customers are saying about Cat® GRADE with
Assist by scanning the QR Code or visit CatAllDay.com.

Caterpillar is dedicated to making our machines easier to operate.
Technology can help. Cat® GRADE with Assist, available on the new 323F
excavator, makes grading so easy an inexperienced operator can work like
a pro in grading applications—all while eliminating the cost of a grade
checker. With a 323F excavator, you get to grade about twice as fast as
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CAT GRADE WITH ASSIST - BUILD UP YOUR BOTTOM LINE

UP TO 45%
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TRADITIONAL
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25% LESS FUEL

801.268.3584
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Contact your Wheeler Machinery Co. Sales Representative
for details. Call 801-978-1625 or visit wheelercat.com today!
© 2017 Caterpillar. All Rights Reserved. CAT, CATERPILLAR, BUILT FOR IT, their respective logos, “Caterpillar
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of Caterpillar and may not be used without permission.
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< Publisher’s Message
Lessons from a
Humanitarian Icon
During my time as a journalist covering
Utah’s A/E/C industry (a dozen years or so)
I’ve been fortunate to interview and write
about a number of incredible people, folks
who have profoundly positive impacts on a
large segment of our population.
Having the opportunity to interview Jon M. Huntsman Sr. in September regarding the recent
completion of Phase IV of Huntsman Cancer Institute was indeed special. Beyond gaining a
sliver of insight into Mr. Huntsman’s passion toward fighting cancer, I came away from the
interview feeling like I was the special person. When you’re in his presence, you just know this
man has ‘IT’ – that magical ‘human touch’ quality where love is the underlying theme. You can’t
help but think about how you conduct your own life, and how you treat those around you, no
matter the situation.
The fact that he was gracious enough to spend an hour for an article on HCI in UC&D
illustrates his quest to do anything he physically can to find a cure for cancer. Mr. Huntsman
had just come from a doctor’s appointment and was accompanied by his son, Paul – he said he’s
been battling polymyalgia rheumatica – so I knew he wasn’t feeling very good. But he knows the
importance of the fight against a disease that affects a staggering number of people and he’s
more than willing to promote the cause at every turn.
According to the National Cancer Institute, in 2017 there will be an estimated 1.68 million
new cases of cancer diagnosed, and more than 600,000 cancer-related deaths. Cancer claimed
the lives of Mr. Huntsman’s mother, father, step-mother, maternal grandmother, and he
personally has survived four bouts of cancer in the past 25 years. So it’s more than personal to
him and his family.
“There are 200 different types of cancer,” he said. “Each is like a separate disease and that’s
how you have to treat people with respect to recovery. It’s like fighting a thousand different
enemy forces at once. What might work for A and B, might have no effect on C…you have to have
whole different lines of research. It’s the greatest cause of death in the history of mankind, and
the eradication is equally as difficult. But we’re making great progress.”
Phase IV of HCI is a remarkably beautiful and highly functional building – indeed, designers
and contractors know Mr. Huntsman has high demands, wanting the facility to feel much more
like a resort than a hospital. Major props to all design and construction team members on
another outstanding phase of this almost 20-year-old facility; look for the article on page 40.
In this issue of UC&D we also profile eight individuals for our annual ’40 & Under’ section
(page 50), a solid mix of young professionals including two architects, a structural engineer,
two heavy/civil contractors, an electrical contractor, a business development/preconstruction
executive, and a regional sales manager.
We also look at two firms celebrating milestones – Orem-based general contractor
Westland Construction’s 25th, and Salt Lake-based commercial office furniture dealer CCG’s
30th. Kudos to the founders and key individuals running these companies and keeping their
businesses going even during challenging economic times.
One more issue to go before we publish our Most Outstanding Projects of the Year issue in
December and host our 5th annual MOP Awards Breakfast (see flyer on page 75) December 12 at
Little America Hotel in Salt Lake City.
Regards,

Bradley Fullmer
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> Commercial Real Estate

Year of the Behemoth Industrial Deals

bowenstudios

By Kyle Roberts and Lucas M. Burbank
When it comes to industrial real estate
in Utah, many residents are unaware of
the huge amount of activity in this vital
real estate sector. While retail, office, and
multi-family are types of commercial real
estate typically more visible to the average
resident, industrial building is more
abstract and not as easily understood.
The public tends to associate industrial
buildings with images of smoke stacks
and factory assembly lines, rather than
highly automated warehouses carrying
consumer goods or clean rooms where the
next generation of medical device is being
constructed. Major Industrial development is
usually located farther away from residential
areas – due to zoning regulations, and by
necessity of proximity to transportation
hubs like inland ports, airports, and rail. By
default, fewer people are aware of some of
these large projects currently underway in
their very own backyard.
That said, changes in consumer
behavior over the past decade, particularly
in regards to e-commerce and directto-consumer retail, the way in which

people understand and view warehouses
is changing in a way not seen since the
advent of the ‘warehouse retail’ model
pioneered by Costco 30 years ago.
What is Happening?
The ‘supply chain’ – how
manufactured products get to consumers
– is changing at a rate of speed never
before encountered in history. Fueled by
technology and innovation, the rate at
which efficiency gaps are being closed
is helping consumers save on final cost,
while providing for a ‘leaner’ system of
inventory management. These changes
ultimately require modifications to
existing inventory management systems,
as well as transportation paradigms built
around how people consume things today.
These drivers create needs for space based
on what users forecast their demands will
be tomorrow. One challenge facing supply
chain managers is the general requirement
that longer-term leases are signed to help
reduce cost while the environment they
are operating in is one of the most dynamic

Kyle Roberts

Lucas M. Burbank

segments of the economy.
One way users mitigate the risk of
signing a long-term lease and landlocking
their own expansion is by utilization of
interior ceiling clearance (clear height).
Most speculative ‘big box’ industrial
projects constructed today are built to
minimum clear heights of 32 ft., with next
generation warehouses being built to
minimum 36 ft. or taller. Though a majority
of users in the market do not utilize all
available clear height in a space due to
material handling costs, as companies
grow their balance sheets expand and
space gets tight, going-up vs. going-out
often presents a better business case. This
is especially true as technology makes
warehouse management systems and
utilization of cube footage more scalable.
Is this happening in Utah? Absolutely.
And we believe it is only trending upward.
Here are some notable Wasatch Front
industrial deals completed recently
(rounded up for simplicity):
User Projects (200,000+ SF)
• Post Foods – 900,000 SF
• UPS – 900,000 SF
• Amazon – 850,000 SF
• Readerlink – 500,000 SF
• Keystone Automotive – 300,000 SF
• Niagara Water – 250,000 SF
• Home Depot – 250,000 SF
• Honeyville Grain – 200,000 SF
TOTAL: 4,150,000 SF >>
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> Industrial Real Estate
Spec Buildings
(under construction; 100,000+ SF)
• I-80 Logistics Center III – 500,000 SF
• I-215 Commerce Center B – 370,000 SF
• Meridian Commerce Center II –
260,000 SF
• RWK Legacy Logistics Center –
210,000 SF
• Gladiola Distribution Center A –
150,000 SF
• Gladiola Distribution Center B –
150,000 SF
• Freeport Landmark 10 – 150,000 SF
• Redwood Depot E – 100,000 SF
• I-215 Commerce Center A – 100,000 SF
TOTAL: 1,990,000 SF

educated workforce; proximity to natural
resources; location of strategic military
installations; renowned research facilities
near a growing population; competitive
regulatory environment. All are key factors
to Utah’s growing manufacturing sector.
Utah’s central location in the West
provides convenient access and delivery
points to all major western population
centers. The existing rail infrastructure
and an expanding airport provide multiple
transportation modes to facilitate efficient
movement of freight. This recent traction
for a world-class, multi-modal ‘inland port’
creates hope for yet another generational
economic engine that can further
distinguish Utah as a global distribution
hub. n

Previous to the 6.1 million square feet
currently under construction, the Wasatch
Front also delivered more than 6 million
square feet of new buildings in the past 24
months.
Where Does Utah Fit In?
Utah – particularly the Wasatch
Front – has a unique convergence of
attributes that have contributed to making
it one of the most stable, diverse, and

Kyle Roberts is co-founder of Newmark
Grubb ACRES and an industrial market
specialist. Lucas Burbank is a Principal and
Sr. Vice President with Newmark Grubb
ACRES. They can be reached at the firm’s
Salt Lake office at (801) 578-5555.

Utah’s Business Building Builders

9090 So. Sandy Parkway | Sandy, UT 84070 | (801) 568-9090
PHOENIX | BOISE | IRVINE | SAN JOSE | SALT LAKE CITY | ORLANDO | HAWAII | NASHVILLE
www.LaytonConstruction.com

sustainable economies in the Country. The
positive factors are numerous: a highly

DESIGN FOR A CAUSE
CREATING HEALTHY HEALING ENVIRONMENTS

SOPHIE’S PLACE, A MUSIC THERAPY FACILITY
Cardon Children’s Medical Center, Mesa, AZ
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> Healthcare Trends

Patient Room of the Future:
U’s Orthopaedic Center of Excellence

framework for staffing flexibility.
In the patient rooms, the challenge was
to not only create accessible bathrooms,
but a well- zoned and accessible room
that enhances a patient’s sense of dignity
and confidence in their healing process.
Continuous handrails allow a patient to
enter the bathroom directly in line with the
bed through a non-intrusive slider door to
a hand-wash sink, toilet and shower. The
headwall has been optimized with integral,
low-profile charting stations and power/
med gas ports to not hinder passage to

By Nathan Murray and Rachel McKenzie

Most healthcare systems find themselves
needing to renovate and remodel outdated
patient units to meet a loftier vision, higher
patient satisfaction mandates, optimized
staff efficiency goals, and provide better
integration of technology – all while
remaining operational. By establishing
Guiding Principles and having an openminded concept geared towards changing
conventions and overcoming obstacles,
it is possible to create a flexible model of
nursing units and patient rooms for the
future.
At the University of Utah, the
Orthopaedic Center of Excellence remodel
occurs in the top level of an existing six
floor patient tower. The initial design
challenges faced were the confines
of an existing conventional unit with
embedded infrastructure needing to remain
operational to support the lower floors.
The current layout has a large cubicle staff
zone and satellite nurse stations turned

inward with poor proximity/ visibility to
the ring of patient rooms. In addition, staff
support areas are spread throughout the
unit requiring cumbersome travel for staff
to acquire supplies. A further requirement
was to implement the project in at least 4
phases to maintain operation of the unit
throughout construction.
From the beginning and with the
full design team, Guiding principles were
discussed and refined to assure that all
stakeholders were onboard. Initial mandates
given by leadership included the following:
• Create a Holistic Orthopaedic Center of
Excellence that is Marketable
• Integrate the best in technology to
meet organizational goals
• Optimize nursing efficiency and
maximize time spent with patients
These mandates were documented in
writing, and became the Guiding Principles
of the project and the preamble to every
planning and design engagement – the filter

Healthcare facilities are designed with patient needs first and foremost.
16
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Nathan Murray

Rachel McKenzie

through which every important decision
would pass.
Other than maintaining the general
patient room locations, the entire unit was
re-imagined. The entry was opened with a
strong, graphic statement framing a view
into the unit from the elevators. Glass,
wood, and glowing surfaces replace opaque
doors, and the health unit coordinator
is placed in a welcoming position near
the entry. The new layout allows an
easy understanding of and view into the
elliptical Center of Excellence comprising
a Physical Therapy Gym, Family Nutrition
Bar, and flexible Education and Conference
Center, which opens to accommodate 100
people. The elliptical circuit around the
core becomes the track for rehabilitating
patients, replete with resting stops at
interval along the way. An outer track
connects all the patient rooms and features
the same resting spots.
Nurse/Provider stations are placed
advantageously at the quadrants of each
patient room grouping with satellite
support rooms adjacent to each. Footstep
studies showed this results in a dramatic
reduction in staff travel over the current
layout, and it creates the optimal

In the patient rooms,
the challenge was to not
only create accessible
bathrooms, but a well-zoned
and accessible room that
enhances a patient’s sense
of dignity and confidence in
their healing process
the bathroom. Additionally, continuous
handrails lead patients as soon as they have
been okayed to explore their room and the
activities and facilities just outside.
In conclusion, the crystallization of
the Guiding Principles at the outset led us
to focus the important design decisions
and question those conventions that did
not support the crucial end goals. We were
able to achieve continuity of care in the
unit and eliminate the weak links along the
way. The resultant Unit and Patient Room
has become the model for the future of
University of Utah Healthcare. n
Nathan Murray is a Design Partner and
Vice President of TSA Architects of Salt Lake;
Rachel McKenzie is an Associate and Project
Manager for TSA.
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> AGC Economic Update

Real GDP Rises; Investment in Structures Plummets;
BLS projects 10-year Job Growth
By Ken Simonson

Inflation-adjusted gross domestic product
(real GDP) – the value of all goods and
services produced in the U.S., net of
imports – increased 3.0% at a seasonally
adjusted annual rate in the third quarter
of 2017 (2017Q3), following a 3.1% rise in Q2,
the Bureau of Economic Analysis reported
Oct. 27. Real private fixed investment
in nonresidential structures slumped
5.2% (vs. a 7.0% gain in Q2). The category
includes mining exploration, shafts, and
wells, which jumped 22%; investment in
other private nonresidential structures
plunged 11% (commercial and health care,
-8.8%; manufacturing, -34%; power and
communications, -3.4%; and other, -3.8%.
Other “consists primarily of religious,
educational, vocational, lodging, railroads,
farm, and amusement and recreational
structures, net purchases of used
structures, and brokers’ commissions on
the sale of structures.”) Real residential
investment slid 6.0% (vs. a 7.3% drop in Q2),
with single-family up 1.2% and multifamily
down 8.8%. Real government gross
investment in structures tumbled 17% for
the second quarter in a row, with federal
investment down 52% (national defense
structures,-70%, nondefense structures,
-45%) and state and local investment
down 13.5%. These estimates are adjusted
for inflation, unlike the Census Bureau’s
spending put-in-place data. The GEP price
index rose 2.2% (vs. 1.0% in Q2). The price
index for private nonresidential structures
investment climbed 4.6% (vs. 3.8% in Q2),
the largest increase since 2014Q4 and the
fourth consecutive quarter of acceleration.
The price index for residential investment
increased 5.1% (vs. 4.6% in Q2). The price
index for gross government structures
investment increased 4.5% (vs. 0.7% in Q2).
18

On Oct. 31, the Bureau of Labor
Statistics issued the latest biennial update
of its 10-year projections of output, labor
force and employment growth, this time
covering 2016-2026. Real GDP is projected
to grow 2.0% annually over the projections
decade, about 1.5 times the rate of the
previous decade, 2006-16, when GDP
grew 1.4% annually. [Real] Output in the
construction sector is expected to grow
2.7% annually, offsetting the 1.3% annual
decline in output that occurred during
the 2006-16 decade. The labor force and

Output in the construction
sector is expected to grow
2.7% annually, offsetting
the 1.3% annual decline
in output that occurred
during the 2006-16 decade.
The labor force and
changing demographics
in the population affect
employment growth, just as
they affect GDP and other
macroeconomic measures
changing demographics in the population
affect employment growth, just as they
affect GDP and other macroeconomic
measures. An aging population leads to
a declining participation rate, limiting
the number of workers available for
employment. Employment is expected to
grow [0.7% per year or] slightly faster than
it did over the previous 10 years [0.5%] – a
decade heavily affected by the 2007-09
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Ken Simonson

recession – but much slower than it did
over the 1980s, 1990s, and mid-2000s....
Employment in the construction sector is
expected to increase substantially, adding
864,700 jobs [1.2% per year]. This increase
almost makes up for the 980,200 jobs [-1.4%
per year] that were lost during the 2006-16
decade, nearly bringing the construction
sector back to its prerecession level....
occupational groups in which employment
is projected to grow markedly faster than
the average for all occupations (7.4%)
include...construction and extraction
occupations” (11.1% or 758,400 jobs).
Also on Tuesday, BLS posted an article on
occupations projected to have the fastest
or most growth between 2016 and 2026.
The fastest-growing occupation (105%)
is projected to be solar photovoltaic
installers. The construction occupation
with the most job growth is projected
to be construction laborers (153,300).
Among occupations that typically
require a bachelor’s degree, construction
managers are on a list of those projected
to have the most new jobs (46,100).
Several construction occupations are
among the jobs requiring a high school
diploma that are projected to have the
most new jobs: carpenters (87,000); >>

Big-D is a construction company with four decades of growth –
growth that has earned a ranking among the nation’s “Top 100”
contractors, growth that comes from caring about your project
at an extraordinarily deep level. Mariana Trench deep.
Rest assured that we will apply every ounce of heart, soul,
muscle and mind to complete your job in more than satisfactory
fashion. In short, we will exceed your expectations.

8 00.748 . 448 1 | WWW. BIG-D.COM

> AGC Economic Update
first-line supervisors of construction and
extraction workers (76,300); and plumbers,
pipefitters and steamfitters (75,800). “Of
occupations that typically do not require
a formal educational credential to enter
and are projected to add the most jobs,
construction and maintenance painters
is the only one that had a median annual

wage [$37,570 in May 2016] higher than
the median annual wage for all workers”
($37,040).
In a report issued Oct. 30, Noelle Dilts
of investment analyst Stifel, Nicolaus
wrote, “Our work indicates that 2018
will be an extremely strong year for
mainline pipeline construction, with the
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industry likely to reach full utilization
during the year. We are currently tracking
$38.5 billion in spending proposed by
pipeline developers for 2018. Given that
some proportion of this spending will be
delayed or fail to move forward, we take
a probability-weighted approach to our
spending forecast. On this basis, we see
potential for 30% growth in 2018 to $33.1
billion in spending, following 5.1% growth
in 2017. We are tracking $30 billion of
projects that we believe could be awarded
in the next ~12 months and estimate that
a robust $4.5 billion is currently out for
bid.” Pipelines support “downstream”
construction of natural gas-fired power
plants, petrochemical plants and natural
gas liquefaction and export facilities.
“Just six large malls were built
between 2006 and 2015, compared with
54 during the previous decade, according
to Green Street” Advisors, a real-estate
research firm, the Wall Street Journal
reported recently. “Rather than building
new centers, mall owners are spending to
redevelop existing properties, often by
replacing aging or troubled chains such
as Sears Holdings Corp. and Macy’s Inc.
with discount stores, movie theaters and
grocers that are better drivers of foot
traffic.” Other articles recently have cited
examples of medical offices, child-care
facilities, local government agencies and
churches (and a synagogue) locating in
malls. The Census Bureau counts all new
and renovation construction in malls as
part of “commercial” construction, based
on a structure’s owner, not the tenant.
In January-August 2017 combined, mall
construction spending put in place jumped
38% from the same period in 2016, most
likely because of spending on tenant
improvements and remodeling. n
Ken Simonson is the Chief Economist
for the Associated General Contractors of
America. He can be reached at simonsonk@
agc.org.
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deal with Arnold Machinery Company. It is a commitment by all Arnold
associates to provide a safety net for you, our customer, and
provide the best service anywhere!
When we say it we mean it . . . customer Satisfaction is Our Only Policy®!
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Salt Lake City | Logan | Idaho Falls | Boise | Twin Falls | Elko | Reno | Las Vegas | Phoenix | Tucson | Flagstaff
Portland | Billings | Gillette | Casper | Denver | Johnstown | Colorado Springs | Grand Junction | Jamestown | Grand Rapids | Minneapolis
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> Construction Law

Prolific Notetaking Translates to Solid Evidence
By James Ahlstrom and Jeffrey Stevens

Just as more driving increases your
chances of a flat tire, a greater volume
or years of experience in construction
and development work undertaken by
a company increases the chances of
unfortunate and unpredictable lawsuits.
If you are prepared for an undesirable
and hopefully never-experienced flat – by
having a jack and knowing where your
spare tire is located – you will get back
on the road faster. Similarly, there are
some corporate habits and policies that
will assist your company in more swiftly
and successfully getting through any
lawsuit. One of those key corporate habits
is establishing a culture of notetaking and
recordkeeping, particularly among day-today project managers, superintendents,
and similarly situated employees. Such
a habit triggers a hearsay evidentiary
exception commonly used in lawsuits –
Rule 803(6) of the Rules of Evidence, the
so-called business records exception.
For this exception to apply, and notes
of employees to thereby have ultimate
value in a lawsuit, this rule mandates the
document must be determined to have
been “kept in the course of a regularly
conducted activity of a business” as a
“regular practice of that activity”. In other
words, you have to establish regular and
systematic creation of note documents,
not a random and haphazard practice
across the company.
If you pass this threshold of
admissibility, contemporaneous notes
will be an invaluable aid in any lawsuit.
Consider, as an example, daily, weekly,
and monthly logs, journals, or reports on
a construction project. If your company
mandated its employees keep such reports,
this hearsay exception to otherwise
22

inadmissible testimony becomes available.
Detailed notes about when construction
activities began or were addressed then
are admissible for consideration by a judge
or jury. In the prolific cases of delay claims,
such notes can be critical to a case by
establishing when activities first surfaced
and the amount of time and effort spent
addressing them.

If you pass this threshold
of admissibility,
contemporaneous notes
will be an invaluable aid
in any lawsuit.
Moreover, the records and notes
are available to a company even if the
employee that prepared them no longer
works there. That’s because Rule 803 is
one of the hearsay exceptions that allows
testimony from individuals even if they
are unavailable to testify because they
either have died or have moved out of
state. Many times lawsuits take years to
resolve and are occurring years after the
real-time activities at issue. Thus, company
practice should be not only to mandate
notetaking but to take possession of all
such notes from departing employees.
These days notes can be taken on a smart
phone, tablet, or other electronic device,
or manually transcribed the old-fashioned
way. The form of the note is not important;
the regularity and established business
practice of having such notes is the critical
component underlying this evidentiary
rule. As an additional tangential benefit,
contemporaneous notes also will help in
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James Ahlstrom

Jeffrey Stevens

the discovery process of any lawsuit by
providing a refresher for those involved
on the job, particularly when the lawsuit
occurs years later on a job itself that took
years or several months to complete.
Just as you can call AAA to fix your flat,
you similarly will be calling your lawyer
to help you through any unfortunate
litigation scenarios you are unable to
avoid. Establishing the corporate habit of
notetaking at all levels will provide your
lawyer with the tools to fix your legal flat
by giving him or her admissible documents
addressing the issues in dispute. n

SANITARY SEWER I NATURAL GAS I INDUSTRIAL PIPING I UTILITY TUNNELS
CULINARY WATER I PUMP STATIONS I AGGREGATES I EARTHWORK
STRUCTURAL CONCRETE I DEWATERING I TRENCHLESS

James Ahlstrom and Jeffrey Stevens
are Shareholders for Salt Lake-based Parr
Brown Gee & Loveless. They can be reached
at 801-532-7840.

435-723-2921 / 44 S 1050 W Brigham City, UT 84302 / www.whitcon.com
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Mitigating Risk with Surety Bonds
By Jace Pearson

As contractors seek to increase work
programs with higher construction
demands, their balance sheets – which
were greatly impacted during recession
years a decade ago – may not provide
the liquidity necessary to keep pace with
desired backlogs.
Today’s project owners are more
cautious than ever, and transferring
more risk to general contractors through
the use of surety bonds. GCs, concerned
about the risk of subcontractor default,
are protecting themselves by requiring
a majority of subcontractors to provide
surety bonds with the general as the
protected party.
Understanding your obligations as
a bond-holder, as well as knowing how
to appropriately use bonds to transfer
your own risks, is critical in today’s
environment.
Know Your Contract Responsibility
One of your biggest risks is entering
into a contract you have not thoroughly
read or understood. This is especially
relevant when your client is requiring
performance and payment bonds.
•
Owners are pushing risk to GCs.
Cautious owners are adding new terms
to contracts that further increase
your risk as a GC. For example, many
owners now limit the time period
sureties can investigate and respond
to a claim. It is also common for
changes to be made to the bond form,
which extends the time period claims
can be filed. When reviewing any
contract, pay special attention to start
and completion dates, payment terms,
warranty periods, dispute resolutions,
and liquidated damages that could
result in daily payment penalties.
24

•

•

GCs are transferring risk to subs. If
you are a subcontractor entering into
a contract with a GC, you must take
multiple factors into consideration.
The GC’s subcontract can include
“flow down” or “pass through”
clauses that transfer contract
obligations made between the GC
and owner to you. These obligations
likely include insurance, indemnity,
payment, warranties, extras,
liquidated damages, and dispute
resolution. If you sign a contract with
these unrestricted clauses, you are
accepting whatever risks a GC has
agreed to with the owner.
You have a lot at stake. Once you sign
a contract and provide the bonds,
you are locked into all terms and
conditions of that contract. Most
sureties require you to provide both
corporate and personal indemnity
commitments in order to secure
bonds, so not only are you putting
your business at risk, your personal
assets are at risk as well if you default.

Reducing Your Risk with Bonds
Subcontractors are critical to the
success of most projects. Problems with
a single sub can delay the work of others,
potentially derailing the entire project.
Surety bonds can assist in managing this risk.
In a survey conducted by construction
management consultant FMI, 62% of
surety providers report seeing an increase
in the number of general contractors
requiring performance bonds from their
subcontractors. This trend will likely
continue as surety providers encourage or
even require prime contractors to obtain
bond guarantees from their subs as a way to
reduce the GC’s own bond exposure.
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Risk Transfer
Contract surety bonds shift the risk of a
subcontractor’s failure to one or more surety
companies. The bonding process assures
the GC that a sub will perform all terms and
conditions of the contract or other measures
will be taken to protect the GC. This assurance
is provided using two types of bonds:
•
Performance bond: Guarantees
the subcontractor will complete
the contract according to its terms,
including price and time.
•
Payment bond: Guarantees the
subcontractor will pay its suppliers
and contractors.
Contractors may also want to consider
bonding key material suppliers. This is
especially important for lengthy projects,
where price fluctuations could put a
financial burden on the contractor. Asking a
supplier to provide a bond will reduce both
the GC’s and subcontractor’s risk, ensuring
the supplier will provide the materials
needed to fulfill the contracted obligations.
Subcontractor Screening
An added bonus of the bonding
process, from a prime contractor’s point of
view, is the rigorous qualification process
subcontractors must go through in order
to obtain bonding. Requiring a sub to be >>
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bonded can help screen out unqualified
subcontractors.
Reputable subcontractors, in turn,
will not object to being asked to provide
surety bonds. In fact, a growing number of
subcontractors, looking to expand their
ability to get work, are engaging with
sureties to build their bonding capacity.
GCs should check a subcontractor’s
bonding status as a standard part of their
prequalification process. Bonding is especially
important on large, complex projects
or on jobs where a few subs represent
proportionally large or critical segments of
the work. Some GCs have a formal bonding
process with set thresholds for when
subcontractors must provide bonding.
When Defaults Occur
To detect signs of potential default
early, actively manage subs and keep
communication channels open. If things
come up, take proactive steps to remedy the
situation.
Contractors should also understand
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what steps need to be taken if a bonded
sub doesn’t meet obligations. When a
subcontractor defaults, there are critical
claim and notice requirements imposed by
contract and by law. Working proactively
with a lawyer to lay out a contingency plan
that you can immediately put into action will
save you money, liability exposure and keep
the job running.
What to Look For in a Surety
Whether you’re looking for a surety that
can bond your own company or checking on
your subcontractor’s surety, make sure you
do your due diligence. Two useful sources
are A.M. Best and the U.S. Department of the
Treasury, which publishes an annual list of
sureties that are qualified to write bonds.
Often referred to as the “T” list, it tells you
which states the surety is licensed to do
business in and the surety’s underwriting
limitations.
Most sureties distribute bonds through
agents, who are also known as brokers or
producers. A professional bond agent is your
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guide through the bonding process, helping
you to select and build a relationship with a
surety that best fits your needs. It’s important
to select a surety agent that has your best
interest in mind. Look for an agent who:
•
Has a reputation for integrity and
quality service.
•
Is experienced in the construction
industry.
•
Understands construction contracts,
finance, strategic planning, and
successful management practices.
•
Has built solid relationships with
respected surety underwriters.
•
Is actively involved in local and national
construction industry associations.
A reputable surety agent and company
can be a key partner in managing your risk
and can serve as key advisors, helping you
spot issues, improve processes, and build a
stronger business. n
Jace Pearson is a Senior Producer with
Beehive Insurance Agency in Murray.

WESTLAND CONSTRUCTION MARKS 25 YEARS

Led by the Houghton family, the Orem-based GC is among Utah’s Top 10
general building contractors with annual revenues over $175 million.
By Brad Fullmer
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Westland executives include (left to right):
Lynn Hawkins, CFO; Todd Houghton, VP
Southwest; Kyle Houghton, VP Marketing
& Business Development; Stan Houghton,
President; Chris Houghton, VP Operations;
Nick Slye, Vice President Preconstruction.
(by Dana Sohm) (Main image) The firm
completed the $12 million Revere Health
Multi-Specialty Health Center in Salem in
2016. (courtesy Westland)

I

n the midst of Utah’s brutal 1980s
building recession, Stanley (Stan)
Houghton Jr. and his brother Dale of
Orem-based Houghton Plaster ventured
west to work for a general contractor in
sunny California and ended up pursuing
significant projects for three years in
various SoCal markets, including Los
Angeles, Santa Barbara and San Diego.
But when the industry suddenly

turned south in that market in 199091, Houghton said three large general
contractors they were working for went
bankrupt on three sizeable projects,
leaving the Houghton’s unpaid on those
jobs and wondering about their firm’s
ability to survive long term.
“We knew we needed to get to a
market where we could better watch the
money and be more in control of when

the money is coming from the owners,”
said Stan. “We felt like we could do general
contracting work as good as the people we
were working for, if not better. We decided
if we were going to go broke, we were going
to come home to Utah.”
So Houghton, now 62, became a
general contractor and founded Westland
Construction in 1992, with Dale taking
over all operations of Houghton Plaster.
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Westland Construction 25th
The firm has established itself as
a major player in several thriving
local markets, including K-12,
Religious, Healthcare and Retail.
(courtesy Westland)

“YOU COME BACK FROM ANYWHERE YOU GO AND REALIZE THAT WHAT YOU
HAVE IS MORE THAN WHAT MOST PEOPLE HAVE…AT THE COMMON CORE,
WE’RE ALLOWING LIVES TO BE A LITTLE BIT BETTER.” – TODD HOUGHTON
At the time, Houghton’s children were
still in school, but eventually his sons
Chris, Kyle and Todd would follow in their
father’s footsteps and they currently
serve in executive positions with titles
of Vice President: Chris, 41, oversees
operations; Kyle, 38, is in charge of business
development; Todd, 34, directs the firm’s
Southwest office in St. George.
The company has experienced
tremendous success during its first
quarter-century as a general contractor,
and is grateful to be celebrating its 25th
anniversary during a robust economic time
of record growth and overall revenues.
That said, the memories of Houghton’s
three-years working remotely, and the
overall stress it caused – socially and
financially – won’t be forgotten anytime
soon.
“That was hard for my family,” recalled
Kyle. “Dad worked in California a lot of my
childhood…it was challenging for us, but
he always taught us the value of hard work
and treating people right, and the rest
follows. He still outworks us today.”

praise from his children, which illustrates
how values and ethics are being
transferred generationally.
“I had many opportunities to work
hand-in-hand with my dad on projects, but
(his influence) is more that as you establish
core values, you realize people are the
most important thing,” said Todd. “Dad
was good about helping us realize that it’s
people first, and money later.”
“Too many companies put a goal on
a number; our goal is to provide a good
work environment and solid careers, and
to work with solid clients,” added Chris.
“We strive to have happy clients and happy
employees.”

Religious, K-12, Healthcare
Markets Key to Growth
That steely focus of putting people
first – not just in work but in life – has

taken on even greater meaning for the
Houghton family in recent years as the firm
has built various temple projects for the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
(LDS Church) in the U.S. and internationally
in remote areas of the world.
Westland’s strong relationship
with the LDS Church dates back to its
beginnings in the early 90s as it completed
several LDS meetinghouses during that
decade, and ultimately landed its first
temple project in 2000 on a renovation
of the Monticello (Utah) temple. Since
then, the firm has renovated/is in the
process of renovating temples in countries
including Haiti, New Zealand, Fiji, and
Canada, along with building a brand new
temple (the firm’s first) in the Democratic
Republic of Congo (DRC). Witnessing the
vast cultural differences between their
home in Utah and the third world countries

they’re working in merely intensifies the
importance of their mission and positive
impact these special projects have on local
communities.
Since August, Houghton has been
directing the DRC temple project in the
capital of Kinshasa, a city with 11 million
people, in a nation with unemployment
rates that have hovered around or over
50% for decades. He spends 4-6 weeks
at a time in Kinshasa to ensure the work
progresses on schedule, then comes back
to Utah for a week or so before going back
on the road and repeating the cycle. His
past experience as a plaster/drywall/tile
subcontractor has certainly come into play.
“A year ago in September our lead
man in Africa had a grand mal seizure and
because of political unrest I was the only
other person with a visa in and out of the
country, so I had to go back and get >>

Roots Steeped in Ambition
Houghton and his sons are quick
to point out that their success is due to
the influence of family patriarch Stan
Houghton Sr., who moved to Utah from
Los Angeles at age 18 and found a niche
working in plaster initially before founding
Houghton Tile in the 50s, which Houghton
said was his father’s main source of
revenue during his childhood. Once
Houghton and his brother graduated high
school they starting working full-time in
the family tile business, and quickly saw
opportunities to expand its expertise – and
even return to Stan Sr.’s roots – to include
tile flooring, plaster and stucco, drywall,
metal stud framing and structural steel
30

fireproofing trades. Houghton credits
his father’s work ethic, coupled with his
profound generosity, for creating a family
standard.
“He was one of the most kind,
caring men that I have ever known,” said
Houghton. “He was always so considerate
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of others, dependable, honest and
trustworthy as ever. He taught me the
principles of hard work and to always
treat people fair – and that quality is more
important than how you end up financially
on the project.”
Houghton himself gets the same
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Stan Houghton Jr. (far right photo,
hand on hardhat) consults with local
subcontractors on a new LDS Temple
project in Kinshasa, Democratic Republic
of Congo. (courtesy Westland)

involved more day-to-day,” said Houghton.
“It’s a tough place to work. We’re working
with people and learning more about the
culture and it’s been very interesting to me
to see challenges to the degree of having to
lead the subcontractors and show almost
every trade how to do their work. We have
to push them pretty hard…they’re not
used to cranking and working hard all the
time. A lot of my knowledge of what I knew
growing up is paying off now, things my
dad and others taught me. Ten years ago I
would have never imagined I would be over
there doing this work.”
Todd added that experiences gained
working in these different countries and
cultures are matchless.
“You come back from anywhere you
go and realize that what you have is more
than what most people have,” he said. “It’s
hard to leave your family, but there are
benefits and blessings that come with a
willingness to sacrifice. You’re changing
people’s lives physically, spiritually,
emotionally…and you quickly learn when
you have a common need, you don’t
have barriers with different languages
or cultures. At the common core, we’re
allowing lives to be a little bit better.”
Beyond religious projects, Westland
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has established itself as a force in Utah’s
K-12 education market the past 15
years, and it has made steady inroads in
healthcare this past decade.
The firm’s first go at a school project
came in March 2003 on the renovation of
Salem Elementary for Nebo School District,
after literally seven-plus years of trying
to break into the tight market. Chris said
“with Salem (Elementary) we felt it was a
‘hometown’ district and it would be a good
project to get experience on. We took a
bath on that job, but we performed really
well and it gave us the opportunity to do a
CM/GC job on Payson High School. One job
turned into two, turned into four, turned
into eight, and from there it has exploded.”
“When we got that first school project,
we said that we were going to do everything
possible to make it shine,” added Kyle. “From
there we were able to show other school
districts what we had done and how we
treated (Nebo) and that’s helped us grow.”
In the healthcare market, Westland
completed the award-winning $12 million
Revere Health Multi-Specialty Health
Center in Salem last year, and broke ground
in September on the $30 million Central
Valley Medical Center in Nephi.
In the past three years, Westland
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reported annual revenues of $117.7 million
(2014), $148.9 million (2015) and $178.3 million
(2016) – a $60 million jump, good for the No. 8
spot among Utah-based general builders in
UC&D’s 2017 Top General Contractor rankings.
Kyle estimated that 2017 revenues (the firm’s
fiscal year ended September 30) will exceed
$175 million, and that Westland has $250
million on its books heading into 2018.
Regarding the future, Houghton
said he hopes to keep working full-time
for another decade or so – he’s simply
enjoying the industry too much right now
– before turning over the keys full-time to
the next generation.
“I would love to be involved in temple
building the next 10 years; it’s something I
love to do because of how special they are.
If they can give me one project at a time,
that would be great,” he chuckled. n

Westland Construction
Founded: 1992
Utah Offices: Orem (HQ); St. George; Vernal
President: Stan Houghton Jr.
Employees: 110
2016 Revenues: $178.3 million
Projects completed: 600+
Markets: K-12; Religious; Healthcare; Retail

CCG 30th Anniversary

Carmelle Jensen, Principal/CEO of
CCG, says business is currently as
good as it’s ever been for her firm
in Salt Lake City’s A/E/C market.
(photo by Dana Sohm; project
photos courtesy CCG).

Riding the Wave
CCG is rolling along in-step with Utah’s thriving
economy as it celebrates 30 years serving the
A/E/C industry.
By Brad Fullmer
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CCG Principal/CEO Carmelle Jensen
breaks into a broad grin when asked about
Utah’s red-hot – and nationally recognized
– economy, spurring the commercial office
furniture company she founded in 1987 to
new heights.
“We live in Utah – pick up any
magazine, you’ll see we’re the place to be!”
she marvels. “Who would’ve thought? The
technology companies that have come into
the state have been amazing.”
Jensen and her Salt Lake-based firm
are riding high on the commercial office/
tenant improvement (TI) wave cresting
throughout the Wasatch Front, with
record-level revenues the past two years
and a rosy outlook for 2018 and beyond.
Bob Kmetzsch, Director, Business
Development for CCG since 2012, said the
firm’s business closely mirrors how the

“THE COMMERCIAL OFFICE FURNITURE INDUSTRY HAS GONE THROUGH A
DRAMATIC TRANSFORMATION OVER THE LAST 10 YEARS BY WORKPLACE
TRENDS THAT ARE MOVING AWAY FROM STAMPED OUT CUBICLE SPACES TO
OPEN WORKPLACE ENVIRONMENTS.” – CARMELLE JENSEN

economy is doing as a whole. In 2016, CCG
experienced what he called a significant
spike in revenues, and that level has been
maintained through 2017.
“We’ve gone into each year with a
target of 10% growth, and the past two
to three years we’ve had 15% or better
growth in certain areas,” said Kmetzsch.
“This year we’re on track to match that
number.”
The company consists of a Commercial
Division, a Residential Division, and Source
One Installation, a wholly-owned service
company that installs products for both
divisions, along with being outsourced on
other projects.

Can-Do Attitude Spurs
Business Ownership
A native of Los Angeles, Jensen earned
a degree in fashion design from West
Valley College of Design in L.A., before
coming to the Beehive State in part
because of her husband Todd’s “love of
Utah”. She also studied interior design at
Brigham Young University and business
management at the University of Phoenix,
and began working for a now-defunct
commercial office furniture dealership in
Salt Lake in the late 70s, eventually running
its interior design division.
After seven-plus years, Jensen and
the firm didn’t see eye-to-eye on a number

of issues, and she decided to take her
experience and passion for the industry
and start CCG in 1987.
“When we separated ways, I figured
it was time to start my own deal,” Jensen
said. “I knew what I could do.”
The firm ultimately became a fullfledged Haworth dealer, but not before
several rounds of negotiations with
different levels of executives of the
Holland, Michigan-based firm.
She put together a comprehensive
business plan to be the Haworth
distributor for Utah, and at first pitched
it to the Denver regional office. She was
flatly told the company wasn’t looking >>
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Corporate offices like Pluralsight in Farmington (left,
bottom right) and Moreton & Company in Salt Lake
illustrate the modern offerings of the firm’s Haworth
line. (courtesy CCG)

for another distribution channel, even
though Jensen was local and knew she
could perform vastly better. Undeterred,
she steeled her resolve and hopped a flight
to Chicago to attend a huge commercial
office furniture tradeshow, with the intent
of pitching her ideas to top company brass.
“I met with Haworth executives above
the level of those in Denver and said ‘here
is the business plan – you’re nuts not to
do this. There’s (poor) distribution (in Salt
Lake), you should take a look at this’,” she
recalled.
She impressed the executives and got
the dealership, but business was anything
but brisk during those early years.
“It was terrible,” she said of the
economy of the late 80s, “but I didn’t know
36

any better. I remember it being extremely
hard. It took a lot of tenacity, drive and
push to just hang in there.”
Jensen shrugs he shoulders when
asked where she gets her determination,
her resolve to push back during difficult
times. “Some people are just wired that
way,” she says, nonchalantly.
Jensen’s business acumen and
forward thinking came in handy prior to
the recession in 2008, allowing the firm
to make shrewd strategic moves ahead
of the crash so it could better handle the
next few turbulent years. In the fall of that
year the firm made the difficult decision to
lay off some staff, despite being relatively
busy at that moment.
“I felt like we needed to pull back
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and so we did, and within 90 days the
implosion was public and everywhere,”
Jensen recalled. “Suddenly everybody was
worth significantly less than the week
before. For whatever reason we got out of
it without losing money, which truly is a
miracle. I’m not going to say we did much
more than break even, but we made it
through. We concentrated heavily on the
service side; it became very important
to us.”
“We had a strong ’08 and a fairly good
’09 and were able to weather the storm
because of Carmelle’s good management
decisions prior to that,” said Justin Bell,
COO of the firm since 1999. “We were
insulated somewhat in the Intermountain
West.”

Rolling with Technology
A notable project for CCG during
the early recession period was a large
installation for Boart Longyear’s corporate
office in Salt Lake. Jensen remembers
that project in part because of its size
and scope, but also because it illustrates
how products have been morphing the
past decade into systems with far greater
flexibility and sustainability.
“The commercial office furniture
industry has gone through a dramatic

transformation over the last 10 years by
workplace trends that are moving away
from stamped out cubicle spaces to open
workplace environments,” said Jensen. “It is
supported by a high level of collaboration
and breakout areas and includes spaces
that are highly flexible and moveable once
occupancy has occurred.”
To illustrate her comment, Jensen
points to her own office as to how interior
office spaces can change on the fly, literally
within hours.

“We have these architectural walls
on top of carpet and could break it
down in one night and make it into 10
workstations,” she says. “Access flooring
allows you to pull up carpet tiles and
access electrical systems. “We did a huge
install for Boart Longyear and ended up
having to make a significant change to
one of the executive offices in one night.
As companies are growing and expanding,
they’re looking for more flexible
solutions.” >>
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Jensen also highlighted that Haworth
went through a major transition of all
product lines in the last decade, so that
all finishes, fabrics and connections fit
together seamlessly in various design
realms.
“They revamped all product lines into
what they term the ‘integrated palette’ so
that no matter what product line you have,
they are all interchangeable, almost like
Legos,” said Jensen.
Kmetzsch is also ecstatic over the
integrated nature of modern product lines,
which aids speed of installation, overall
cost, and sustainability.
“It’s like tilt-up construction, as a
way to describe it,” he said. “Walls are
erected as acoustical, unitized pieces that
are put into place. You have the ability to
put it directly on the carpet and tie into
the ceiling grid, without damaging any
product. That is key to a demountable wall.
It’s not stick-built construction, it’s one
unitized piece.”
On the recent Ken Garff Corporate
office remodel in Salt Lake City, Kmetzsch
said three floors of demountable wall units
were installed in one month, which he called
“unprecedented”. On the mammoth CHG
Healthcare Headquarters in Midvale (1,700
workstations), CCG installed a mile’s worth of
wall in three months. Another client recently
moved its entire office – walls and all – to
the 111 Main tower in downtown Salt Lake,
saving significant TI costs.
“We’re seeing more architects and
designers request that type of product just
because it’s an environmental statement,”
he added. “You can reuse and repurpose it,
it saves time in the construction schedule,
and it is equal to the cost of traditional
drywall and framing systems.”
Kmetzsch said 2018 will be another
busy, profitable year, based on current
backlog and expected economic activity.
“We trend with the market and Utah
is a very vibrant and healthy place to work
and grow,” he said. “I’ve never seen more
‘big’ projects as it relates to this market.
Rather than 100-150 workstation offices,
we’re seeing 400-500 workstation offices.
Companies are coming to Utah for the
workforce and the economy. We’re excited
about what’s going on – there are a lot of
opportunities out there.” n

WE TALK BLOCK

Utah’s Source for Quality Concrete Masonry Units

Sunroc produces CMU in 3 textures, 22 standard colors and a variety of sizes. Custom color
matching is also available to meet the needs of any project. Sunroc’s CMU are sound absorbent,
thermally efficient, and fire-resistant; we’ll guarantee that it’s the best block you will find in the
state. Contact Sunroc for your next CMU project.
MASONRY • READY-MIX CONCRETE • ASPHALT • SAND & GRAVEL
EARTHWORK • SITE DEVELOPMENT • DEMOLITION • TRUCKING

730 North 1500 West, Orem, UT 84057 • 855.613.5182 • SUNROC.COM
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HOUSE OF HEALING
Phase IV of the Huntsman Cancer Institute represents
the latest chapter in Jon M. Huntsman Sr.’s quartercentury quest of building the world’s finest and most
comprehensive interdisciplinary cancer facility.

The beautiful, ornately decorated lobby of HCI’s 225,000 SF
Phase IV expansion shows a sophisticated level of design. Jon
M. Huntsman Sr. (inset) said warm, decorative spaces like this
throughout the facility help comfort and reassure patients and
their families, offering them hope for the future. (photo by Dana
Sohm, Sohm Photogrfx; photo of Mr. Huntsman courtesy HCI)

By Brad Fullmer | Photos by Dana Sohm
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An outdoor plaza helps occupants – patients, family,
staff and other visitors – connect to the natural
environment, while indoor spaces are open and
bright. The plaza was designed to encourage candid
collaboration and discussion among researchers in a
more casual setting. (photos by Dana Sohm) Bottom
Right: An aerial view of HCI looking northeast.
(photo by Dustin Smith, Jacobsen Construction)

“

A

person needs only spend a few
minutes talking with Jon M.
Huntsman Sr. about his fight against
cancer – which he has survived on
four different occasions – to get a
powerful, first-person perspective on its
devastating, life-altering effects.
Decked out in a handsome dark blue
suit and metallic orange tie, and sitting
42

in a tall leather chair in a cozy private
office within the nearly two decade-old
Huntsman Cancer Institute (HCI) in Salt
Lake City, Huntsman speaks passionately
about his efforts the past quarter century
to build this world-class cancer campus at
the University of Utah, its fourth and most
recent phase dedicated June 21, 2017 – his
80th birthday.
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He acknowledges a long, arduous and
at times contentious process negotiating
with various entities over 25 years, including
University of Utah officials, who initially
expressed skepticism on such an ambitious
venture, particularly the proposed location
on the far-east bench of the U’s medical
campus. Huntsman was stout in his resolve,
willing to pursue any avenue and talk >>

Some people said it
wouldn’t succeed, that the
community was too small.
I took a chance and raised
virtually all the money. It
has not been easy and has
not been without a certain
degree of pullback…but it’s
had the best support of the
community.
– Jon M. Huntsman Sr.

”
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You Build It...We’ll Bond It.
Surety Bonding / Risk Management / Financial Analysis

Phase IV expanded HCI’s world-renowned laboratory space and created the Primary Children’s and Families’
Cancer Research Center, which focuses on inherited and childhood cancers. (photos by Dana Sohm)

Business Consulting / Return to Work Solutions
HR Services / Group Benefits

to any person he knew from his vast
business, political and philanthropic
ventures. Self-made billionaires (his
current net worth is estimated at $1.18
billion, according to Forbes, although he’s
known to have given away more than a
billion dollars via his myriad philanthropic
efforts) tend to know how to get things
done, and rarely do they take no for an
answer.
“When I first decided to do this in
1993, it was just a bare mountainside, and
the University told me they’d never build
on this mountainside because it was too
rocky,” recalled Huntsman. “I wanted a
cancer campus; not just a building, but
a campus dedicated to the eradication
of cancer, and to provide the most
professional care of patients possible.”
He said the U of U “discouraged
me of doing it” so he looked at possible
44

collaborations elsewhere, including Duke
University, Stanford University, USC, and
his alma mater at Penn (Wharton School of
Business, ’59). After talking to LDS Church
officials in Salt Lake about accessing its
vast genealogical database for cancer
research purposes, “they said they’d be
happy to make their genealogy records
available if we came here. Because of
that tremendous advantage of studying
familial cancers through genetics, we
decided to come here. Some people said
it wouldn’t succeed, that the community
was too small. I took a chance and raised
virtually all the money. It has not been
easy and has not been without a certain
degree of pullback…but it’s had the best
support of the community.”
According to HCI, the $125
million, 225,000 SF expansion ($93.5 M
construction cost) increases total square
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footage of the campus to nearly 900,000
SF. HCI previously had 231,000 SF of on-site
research space and 442,000 SF of clinical
space. To date, approximately $1.5 billion
has been directed to the design and
construction of the campus – half of which
was donated by the Huntsman family.
Phase IV was designed by
Architectural Nexus of Salt Lake and built
by Salt Lake-based Jacobsen Construction
– almost 20 years since the completion of
the Phase I Research Center in 1999. Both
Nexus and Jacobsen were on the Phase
I team (Nexus designed all four phases),
giving this project added sentiment to
the people charged with completing this
phase, which doubled HCI’s laboratory
space and created the Primary Children’s
and Families’ Cancer Research Center
and focuses exclusively on inherited and
childhood cancers. >>

Jace Pearson | Brady Thorn | Dave Comer
beehiveinsurance.com/contractors
801-685-6860 | 800-323-6303

Construction crews had to navigate
working in an extremely tight space,
and were required to use explosives
during initial excavation and site
preparation. (photos by Dustin
Smith, Jacobsen Construction)

“

We wanted a much more open, collaborative environment.
The architecture reflects those scientific values. We can
assign space to people based on opportunities of their labs,
how they’re growing or shrinking at a certain time.
– Brad Cairns, HCI Senior Director of Basic Science

”

HCI’s focus on genetics has been of
particular importance to Huntsman from
day one, given that he lost his mother,
father, maternal grandmother and stepmother to cancer before first contracting
the disease himself in 1992, which he called
the “crowning blow”, one that made him
more determined than ever to fight back
and use his vast resources and wealth
to do something of profound long-term
significance.
“I got prostate and partial bladder
cancer and was in the hospital for 11
days at the University,” he said. “I was
determined that we needed a first-class
cancer Institute – a center for research
and clinical care, no matter what it took or
what it cost.”
By the end of ’93 he and wife Karen
announced their goal of building HCI
and set off on a global fact-finding trot,
visiting major cancer centers in the U.S. and
Europe with the intent of adopting the best
qualities of each, such as the infusion ward
and radiology spaces being patterned after
world-renowned facilities like MD Anderson
Cancer Center in Houston and the Mayo
Clinic in Rochester, Minn.
Huntsman has always been committed
to ensuring visually appealing spaces to
patients, family and staff, with an emphasis
on contemporary, warm interiors that
promote healing and wellness. Millions of
dollars have been spent on furnishings,
fixtures, and artwork in lobby spaces, he
said, spectacularly presented in ways that
reassure patients they’ll be given first-class
treatment.
“It’s about giving patients hope,” said
Huntsman. “It’s my hope and dream that
we can continue to build this cancer center
until this disease is eradicated from this
earth.”
46
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Flexible Spaces Foster
Interdisciplinary Collaboration
Designers worked in step with research
scientists to ensure open and flexible
laboratory spaces that are able to quickly
adapt to future research initiatives. The
research portion of Phase IV is highlighted
by a biotechnology center with the latest in
genetic sequencing and imaging equipment.
It includes 85,000 SF of lab space, 81,000 SF
of population research space, 165 offices,
two interior, two-story open atriums, two
exterior plazas with landscaped gardens,
and two interior sky bridges that connect to
the existing Phase I lab.
“One of the unique things about
a comprehensive cancer center is its
interdisciplinary focus and the fact that
it’s not just for research, but it’s also for
the clinical side of treatment,” said Brad
Busath, a Principal at Nexus who specializes
in laboratory design. “Those components
work very closely together in advancing
the science of studying cancer. Having that
feedback loop between the treatment side
and the research side helps accelerate that
process.”
“(Designers) were instrumental at
giving us initial ideas and examples of other
laboratories they had worked on,” said Brad
Cairns, Senior Director of Basic Science who
has been with HCI since its inception. “We
also looked at other laboratories across the
nation for examples that we thought would
fit the architecture we wanted to create
here. The discussion really focused on our
collaborative culture and how we like to do
science here. Other places build laboratories
to suit for individual investigators with
walls and assign that space to a particular
person. We wanted a much more open,
collaborative environment. The architecture
reflects those scientific values. The labs are

completely open – no walls between any
scientists’ benches. We can assign space
to people based on opportunities of their
labs, how they’re growing or shrinking at a
certain time. Or we can move a section of
the lab to another place.”
Perhaps the most prominent and
visually alluring space in this expansion is
the outdoor courtyard/plaza, which helps
connect building occupants to the outside
environment and its views of the Bonneville
Shoreline Trail and mountains to the east.
The courtyard/plaza, along with other
comfortable interior spaces, is meant to
encourage discussion and collaboration
between researchers in a more informal
setting.
“There has been a bigger emphasis
on how spaces help facilitate an
interdisciplinary approach to research,”
Busath said. “If you look at this new phase
it’s all about open spaces that bring
researchers together. It gives them places to
collaborate, to informally meet and discuss
their research. The exterior courtyard is a
very tranquil space that creates an energized
environment that helps foster the sharing of
ideas. There is a lot of ebb and flow in what
programs have emphasis over that 20-year
period, and that’s the critical nature of the
flexibility that is built into the design.”
Busath continued: “It became evident
early on that (Shoreline Trail) was an
amenity that should be capitalized on, and
each phase has it’s own version of that,”
said Busath. “(HCI) is meant to feel like a
resort, from the setting within the natural
environment on the bench down to the
patient room itself, the materials chosen,
and everything in-between. That same
(design) palette has been used all along to
unify the composition, but each building
has its own unique form and shape.”

“Materials for Phase IV have a little
more updated palette; the dark colors got
a little lighter, the light got a little darker,”
said Nexus’ Lisa Ramidan, a Principal and
Healthcare Planner who has worked on
different phases of HCI for more than a
decade. “(The plaza) is similar to the hospital
side, which has a large patio. It’s part of
that philosophy of wellness for everyone.
Healthcare from an architecture front is very
complicated, which makes it interesting. It’s
great to work with a client like Huntsman
that…understands that the building and
the architecture affects the outcome and
wellness of the patient. It’s gratifying to
design a space that can help in that journey.”
“It’s an architectural masterpiece
that really speaks to our values,” said
Mary Beckerle, CEO of HCI since 2006. “One
of our major values is collaboration and
communication and the sharing of ideas to
accelerate progress against cancer.”
Construction Bridges Old and New
Several construction challenges were
posed from the outset, said John Wright,
Project Manager for Jacobsen Construction
who was also the PM on Phase I, including
two 90-ft. long sky bridges on the fourth and
sixth floors, mechanical and electrical tieins with existing older systems, and dealing
with the complexities associated with
working in a compact work zone on a busy
college campus.
“It was interesting to get back on the
site and good to have had the opportunity
to be here on Phase I,” said Wright. “As we
were working on some of the tie-ins with
mechanical and structural systems, it was
helpful remembering how we built it the
first time and the problems we had.”
Early site preparation required multiple
blasting operations and the excavation >>
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of more than 150,000 CY of soil and rock.
Wright said crews utilized seismic monitors
to verify minimal vibration and impact to
adjacent buildings.
“We had to blast the soil three times –
that was an unusual situation,” said Wright.
“We had to coordinate with HCI and other
surrounding medical facilities to make sure
the blast didn’t interfere with equipment and
testing processes. The three times we blasted
we put seismic monitors around to verify we
didn’t cause significant vibration. That gave
us confidence in our subs and our team, that
we had the right people on the job.”
Wright described the 2.5-acre site as a
combination of solid rock, nested boulders
and compacted sandstone. He credited
West Jordan-based Jones Excavating for its
expertise during the excavation/shoring
phase, which required 800-plus soil nails
and temporary shotcrete walls nearly 100 ft.
high in certain spots.
Concrete foundation walls varied
from 12- to 24-in. thick, with some sections
cut right into existing bedrock, requiring
crews to drill stakes into the rock. Wright
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said “some of that stuff gets pretty tough.”
He added that workers from all trades
appreciate the impact this type of project
has on the community.
“As we finished Phase IV, we visited with
Mr. Huntsman and his wife Karen, and they
were very appreciative of the efforts of the
people who built it,” said Wright. “You can
see how dedicated he is to finding a cure for
cancer of various types – that is his passion.
In the few minutes I was able to speak to
him, there was no question where his heart
is and that what we do as a builder, what
his people do in research to save the lives of
others, is greatly appreciated by him.”
Huntsman offered high praise for the
design and construction teams he’s worked
with on each of the four phases, and said
the local talent in Utah’s A/E/C industry is
second to none.
“Utah is a very unusual state, to have
such remarkably professional firms who
design and build these incredibly futuristic
and beautiful facilities that tie in with the
mountains and valley,” he said. “We have
some of the finest architects, builders and
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contractors of anywhere in the world. It’s
been a great blessing and privilege for our
family to have these associations.” n

Huntsman Cancer Institute Phase IV
Total Cost: $125 million
Construction Cost: $93.5 million
Size: 225,000 SF
Start/Completion: June 2014/June 2017
Owner: State of Utah DFCM/Huntsman
Cancer Institute
Architect: Architectural Nexus
General Contractor: Jacobsen Construction
Civil: Van Boerum & Frank Assoc.
Electrical: BNA Consulting Eng.
Mechanical: Van Boerum & Frank Assoc.
Structural: Reaveley Engineers + Assoc.
Subcontractors: Taylor Electric, Palmer
Christiansen, Schoppe, Jones Excavating,
SME Steel, Malcolm Drilling, Staker
Parson Companies, Standard Drywall,
LCG Facades, Utah Tile & Roofing,
Intermountain Plantings, Atkinson
Electronics, Design Team, ISEC, Allen
Masonry.
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Jeff Seliger, 41
General Superintendent
Hadco Construction
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EDITOR’S NOTE: Each autumn, UC&D profiles young professionals working in Utah’s
A/E/C arena, people who have been recognized by co-workers and others in the
industry as having made a significant impact in their respective field at a relatively
young age – the next generation of leaders. This year’s mix includes two architects, a
structural engineer, a GC business development director, two heavy/civil contractors,
an electrical contractor, and a regional sales manager.

Now more than 20 years into his
construction career, Jeff Seliger has
learned over time that he must rely on
others to get projects done on time, rather
than rely exclusively on himself.
Seliger, who turned 41 on October 19,
is the General Superintendent for Lehibased Hadco Construction, a 500-employee
heavy/civil firm that specializes in all
aspects of building infrastructure for
residential subdivisions. He is renowned

for his ability to tie up loose ends on a
project and make sure even the most
minute details get tended to properly – a
skill that comes in handy when managing
125 workers in the firm’s Development
Division (the others are Trucking,
Residential, TM Crushing, Concrete).
“Jeff has the ability to see in front of
himself and he’s instinctively a doer,” said
John David Hadfield, President of Hadco.
“He can’t stand to have anything undone.
In the past he may have done something
himself, but he’s learning now how to
manage vs. do.”
Seliger started working in
construction while still at Mountain View
High School in Orem through the school’s
work release program, first as a hod
tender for a brick mason, then for a small
excavation firm for 2.5 years. He realized
that a long-term career was unlikely
where he was at and sought employment
elsewhere, bouncing around for nearly
a year before answering a classified ad
in 1997 to work at Hadco. More than two
decades later, it’s proven to be an ideal fit.
“I knew there were good things going
on here when I first started,” said Seliger.
“John David is a really smart guy and I knew
there would be a future here. I didn’t just
want a job, I wanted a career, and moved

around a little bit to find that place.”
He began as a heavy equipment
operator digging/backfilling basements and
hooking up utilities (sewer, water, electrical),
and gradually worked his way up to pipe
foreman (five years) and superintendent
positions. As the firm has grown – Hadco
reported revenues of $80 million in 2016,
up $17 million from the previous year – so
has Seliger’s responsibilities. Where he and
the firm’s chief estimator used to be able
to manage all of Hadco’s projects, now
Seliger manages five superintendents, each
of whom has 2 to 8 jobs running at once,
depending on scope and type. Beyond
subdivision projects, commercial office and
multi-family developments are two other
busy markets right now for the company.
“Our bread and butter is subdivisions
because we’re really good at them,” he
said. “But we have to be able to do other
work, whether it’s municipal, UDOT, curb
and gutter, asphalt paving.”
This time of year is always hectic as
crews ready for the coming winter season.
“It’s getting to be crunch time on some
projects as we try to get hard surfaces on
all projects we’ve committed to, before it
gets too cold,” he said. “Between November
1 and Thanksgiving we fight to get done
what we need to do.” >>
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Winn Lindsey, 40
South Area Manager
Kilgore Construction

“WE HAVE A GREAT LEADERSHIP TEAM AND RHETT IS A BIG PART OF THAT.
HE’S DRIVING US TO SET OUR BAR HIGHER AND ACHIEVE GROWTH THROUGH
QUALITY. HE’S GOT A GREAT VIEWPOINT AND HE’S BEEN INNOVATIVE WITH
OUR OPERATIONS.” - ZANE HUFFMAN, PRESIDENT, SKYLINE ELECTRIC.
Rhett Butler, 40
Vice President
Skyline Electric

On the west wall of Rhett Butler’s
office hangs a picture of virtually every
current Skyline Electric employee, with his
desk situated so that it faces the array of
photos. The wall serves as an ever-present
reminder to focus on employee welfare
first, and worry about financial gain later.
“I want this to be personable – I want
individuals to feel like part of a family and
not just a number,” said Butler, who has
been with the firm since 2001 and has a
stake in the company with three other
majority owners. “They have families,
they have wants, needs and aspirations.
I’m going to give them every benefit of
the doubt and the tools they need to be
successful.”
52

A native of Grantsville, Butler grew up
in the construction industry; father Bob
was a union carpenter and specialized in
home remodels, and grandfather Farrell
Butler was an electrician. Their influence
led him to enroll in the Utah Electrical JATC
program in 2001 and begin his career at
Skyline.
“My father said electricians have got it
made – they’re the first ones on the job and
the last ones to leave, so there is a lot of job
security,” he said.
Butler was brought into the office
full-time in 2006 as a Project Manager and
Estimator, learning the ropes from Todd
Schaffer, one of the principal owners.
During the recession, the firm actually
fared pretty well, which Butler attributes
to a couple of notable projects it landed at
that time, one a $12 million contract for the
Central Weber Sewer Treatment Plant in
November 2008.
“It gave us a good base to ride it
through until 2011, and we’ve been able
to grow from there and put ourselves in
a good position going forward,” he said.
Skyline is working on one of its largest
projects ever – the Central Utility Plant
for the Terminal Redevelopment Project
at the Salt Lake International Airport, a
$30 million joint-venture contract with
Superior Group of Columbus, Ohio.
“They’ve been a great partner thus
far and we’re hoping we can do more work
there; there are several bid packages still
to be let,” he said. “It’s our first-ever jointventure. We’re certainly capable of doing
a job of $30-plus million, but it’s nice to
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spread the risk.”
Butler is active with the Intermountain
Chapter of the National Electrical
Contractors Association (NECA) – he’s in
the midst of a two-year stint as President,
and also serves on NECA’s Apprenticeship
Training Committee.
“Students who go to college can have
$100,000 in debt when they graduate,” said
Butler. “In this industry, if they’re good with
their hands, the avenues are wide open.
When apprentices are done (with JATC
program) they’ll be making $35 an hour,
with full coverage health insurance and a
pension fund. It’s a no-brainer.”
“We have a great leadership team
and Rhett is a big part of that,” said Zane
Huffman, President of Skyline Electric.
“He’s driving us to set our bar higher and
achieve growth through quality. He’s got a
great viewpoint and he’s been innovative
with our operations.”
At the end of the day, Butler also
wants you to know that he gives a damn.
He chuckles at the reference to the iconic
1940 movie ‘Gone With the Wind’, whose
lead character of the same name (played by
legendary actor Clark Gable) utters one of
the most revered lines in cinematic history
to love interest Scarlett O’Hara: “Frankly my
dear, I don’t give a damn.” Butler credits his
maternal grandmother’s love of the movie
as part of the inspiration for his first name.
“I actually say that quite often…people
I talk to in the industry will say, ‘well,
do you not give a damn?’ And I say, ‘well
frankly, I do give a damn’,” he laughed. “It’s
kind of my mantra.”

“It was seriously hitting the reset
button on my career – it’s been great,”
said Lindsey. “The experience I had on
the sand and gravel side gave me a solid
foundation and I’m grateful for that. We
deal with materials every day so really
understanding aggregates is invaluable.”
In April 2014 Lindsey joined Kilgore

as a Project Manager, quickly proved his
mettle, and was promoted to South Area
Manager in May 2015. He oversees all
construction and estimating activity on
projects from Lehi to Sevier County. His
ability to relate to people and utilize his
interpersonal skills has been a boon in his
current role. >>

Winn Lindsey’s career in the heavy/
civil construction arena started out
without much fanfare – he admittedly
“just kind of fell into construction” – but he
now finds himself in a key role for Kilgore
Construction, overseeing roughly 100
employees in the firm’s Pleasant Grove
office, which opened in March 2017.
A native of Brigham City and graduate
of Box Elder High School in ’96, Lindsey
spent a summer roofing houses at age 17
and discovered he had a general interest
in construction and working with his
hands. He attended Utah Valley University,
graduating with a Master in Construction
Management in ’04, and worked his
way through school with a prominent
local heavy/civil firm. He spent the first
dozen years of his career working in both
aggregates/materials and construction.
“(Construction) interested me
because you get to see something being
accomplished,” said Lindsey. “I started out
as a materials tester running gradations,
sampling aggregate materials…I was pretty
much a glorified laborer.” He spent five years
in sand and gravel learning the nuances
and particulars of the field, before deciding
he needed to branch out and gain more
experience with the construction side of the
heavy/civil industry. Making that transition
forced him out of a comfort zone, but proved
highly beneficial for his career trajectory.
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“He’s humble enough, smart enough
to know that he doesn’t know everything,
and he draws on the strengths of those
around him,” said Mike Alter, COO of Kilgore
Companies. “(Workers) excel in different
areas, so Winn creates a team environment
where he can get the best out of the
group and get the best (project) outcome,
whatever it might be.”
Work has been brisk this year –
Lindsey estimates that 2017 revenues for
his office will be up 8-10%, with a solid
backlog of public and private work on the
books heading into 2018.
“Business is booming; we’ve seen
phenomenal growth in the past three
years,” he said. “UDOT work has been solid
for us and there has been a lot of private
development work and city/municipal
work. We try and stay balanced between
private and public. 80% of our work is selfperformed, so we’re staying busy.”

54

Eric Stratford, 38
Director of Business Development
and Preconstruction Services
R&O Construction
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A dozen years into his career at R&O
Construction of Ogden, Eric Stratford has
worked in a dizzying number of positions
– Project Assistant, Project Engineer,
Estimator, Business Development – each
one born out of different circumstances.
The diversity has proved invaluable, giving
him a more complete understanding of the
development and construction process.
“Essentially I’ve worked in almost every
single department,” said Stratford, “I’ve
enjoyed the different aspects of each job.”
In some respects, that jack-of-alltrades ability mirrors his experience
growing up in a construction family.
His father, Scott, owns SC Stratford
Construction of South Ogden and is a
past-President of the Northern Wasatch
Homebuilders Association and he
expected his sons to learn how to selfperform virtually all aspects of custom
home building.

“He taught us how to frame, finish
work, concrete, tile, electrical, plumbing –
we grew up doing it all. It was fun,” he said.
And though it wasn’t a stretch for
Stratford to assume he would end up
working in construction, he admitted that
it wasn’t until midway through a two-year
LDS Church mission to Boston before he
made that realization.
“They were remodeling the
(Longfellow Park) chapel next to Harvard
(University) and I remember walking in and
just the smells of the wood and the new
construction hit me,” he recalled. “I was
thinking, maybe I’d like to do construction.”
After earning a Construction
Management degree from Weber State
University, Stratford interviewed with R&O
and was hired on in May 2005 as a Project
Assistant, initially for a condominium
project in Burbank, Calif., which soon

morphed into a Project Engineer role.
For eight months he worked Monday and
Friday in the Ogden office and mid-week on
the project site, sharing a small apartment
with the project manager, and also now
company President Slade Opheikens, who
was directing the project.
After it was done, Opheikens felt
Stratford should learn estimating, which
he thrived at for two-plus years. He loved
the competitive nature of estimating,
likening bid day to ‘game day’. “It’s
an adrenaline rush…you’re trying to
find angles on how you can beat your
competition. It’s knowing a job inside and
out, building it in your head.”
The recession prompted a move to
R&O’s business development team, a
transition made during an interesting –
albeit not great – economic period.
“I remember nobody had anything

going,” he recalled. “The beauty of that,
as a new business developer, is that I’m
making cold calls left and right to people I
have no idea who they are, and they don’t
have anything going on, so they’re willing
to sit down with me. I went on tons of
lunch and office appointments – if it had a
pulse, we chased it.”
Stratford has proved his value over the
past eight-plus years, and is now a member
of R&O’s Executive Committee.
“Eric took over this role much
sooner than anticipated when our past
leader, Dale Campbell, unexpectedly
passed away,” said Opheikens. “Eric
has completed a departmental total
makeover, despite a steep learning curve.
He recognizes the value of relationships
and balances them with the challenges
our operations team faces. He is the right
man for the job.” >>
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Alex Booth, 37
Associate Principal
VCBO Architecture

Jeanne Jackson, a Principal at Salt
Lake-based VCBO Architecture, is emphatic
in her praise of co-worker Alex Booth, who
she said is “the best young architect I’ve
worked with.”
Kudos aside, Jackson added, “what we
found about Alex is he had great skills in
design right away, and he started working
with me on the design of an elementary
school and a high school and just excelled.
We try and see what people’s interests are
and make them happy, but we also have to
look at where we need help. Alex is great
working with our K-12 clients.”
Booth’s career path to architecture
began rather inauspiciously. After
graduating from Olympus High School he
enrolled at Salt Lake Community College,
working his way through school as a
diesel mechanic, with the intent to study
accounting so he could potentially take
over his father’s practice. As fate would
have it, Booth enrolled in an Architectural
Design class at SLCC led by Kevin King, and
immediately he became enthralled with the
design profession.
“Kevin has an infectious
personality that fosters creativity and
experimentation,” said Booth. “Once I dove
into the world of architecture, there was
56

“ONCE I DOVE INTO THE WORLD OF ARCHITECTURE, THERE WAS NO
TURNING BACK. ARCHITECTURE GIVES ME THE ABILITY TO POSITIVELY
AFFECT THE LIVES OF THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE AND IT’S NOT SOMETHING I
TAKE LIGHTLY.” – ALEX BOOTH

no turning back. Architecture gives me
the ability to positively affect the lives of
thousands of people and it’s not something
I take lightly. Every building is like a child
in that it is unique, and being able to see
that creation come to life is a remarkable
feeling.”
Booth’s professional career began
in 2002 at Flores-Sahagun and Associates
Architects, where he worked for five years
while studying at the University of Utah
College of Architecture (2003-07), earning a
Master of Architecture in 2007. In February
2008 he was hired on at VCBO.
“I felt like to become a great architect
I needed to work on large projects and was
drawn to VCBO because of its portfolio,”
said Booth. “It was an adjustment going
from a firm of three people to one with 95 so
I was a little hesitant, but I’ve loved it.”
His experience includes working in
markets such as K-12, Higher Education,
Commercial/Office, and Religion. He has
designed projects at the University of
Utah, Utah State University, Weber State
University, Dixie State University and
Westminster College, temples for the LDS
Church in Rome, Italy and San Salvador, and
K-12 projects for Davis, Jordan and Canyons
school districts.
One of his current projects, the new
400,000 SF, $75.8 million Farmington High
School for Davis School District, will open in
August and promises to be one of the most
innovative schools in Utah.
Booth said DSD officials desire a
school for ‘future learning’, something quite
different in function and form. It will include
different-sized classrooms, flexible learning
spaces, teacher offices and collaboration
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spaces, amphitheater lecture stairs, a
composites lab, open flow library space, and
multi-level dining spaces.
“The client brought a vision of
innovation and ingenuity to the project that
allowed us to design a truly unique school,
said Booth. “This high school is focused
entirely on providing teachers and students
as much flexibility as possible to adapt and
change with education over the next 50
years.”

Tyler Whipple, 36
Regional Sales Manager
Industrial Supply

To say the inventory list at Salt Lakebased Industrial Supply is vast would be a
severe understatement – try 50,000 items
on the shelf totaling more than $11 million.
As Regional Sales Manager, Tyler Whipple
is expected to know the phone book-thick
sales catalog like the back of his hand.
“It’s like the Yellow Pages, if anyone still

knows what that is,” he quipped. “It’s insane,
actually. Our remodel and addition a couple
of years ago allows for that (quantity) from
a logistics standpoint.”
He oversees eight field sales
representatives that cover a large
geographical area of the Intermountain
region, including Northern Utah, Northeast
Nevada (Elko), Southwest Wyoming
(Jackson, Evanston), and Northeast
Wyoming (Gillette). Much of this territory
spans huge swaths of land where mining
and energy development (oil, natural gas,
etc.) is king. These remote jobsites are often
miles away from any type of store, making
Industrial the go-to source for everything
from power tools to coffee filters. The
number one selling item? Bottled water.
“It overtook AA batteries for No. 1 (by
volume),” said Whipple. “We try and take
the pain points out of what our customers
do and make it easy for them to get things.
Bottled water is an example of that. We’ll
deliver pallets and pallets of water for a
construction site with a thousand workers.
Some places they can’t just send somebody
to Smith’s or Wal-Mart to grab three pallets
of water. Even locally (urban areas) we have
big manufacturing facilities or jobsites that
order a pallet a week.”
All perceptions aside, as important
as hammers, drills and saws are to a
construction worker, it’s the little things
that keep a project on schedule.
“Boxes of coffee,” he laughs, citing one
of the more ‘critical’ supplies. “(Lack of)
some things would shut down a jobsite.”
Whipple has been with Industrial since
hiring on in August 1999, two months after
graduating from West Jordan High. His high
school buddy worked in the warehouse and
spoke highly of the 101-year-firm, its work
culture, and the opportunity for long-term
success.
Over 18-plus years, he’s run the gamut
on job titles – Driver, Counter Manager,
Outside Sales, Inside Sales, Safety Specialist –
spending 2-3 years at each position. It’s given
him great perspective on how the company
operates and what co-workers are dealing
with day-to-day. He’s appreciated the chance
to progress and learn new things.

“The nature of this company…it is
what you make of it,” said Whipple. “Just
because you’re throwing boxes or driving a
delivery truck, that doesn’t mean you can’t
someday have a leadership position or an
opportunity to grow within the company. I
recognized that pretty early and have stuck
it out. You can walk around and see a lot

of people who started the same time I did,
and have made a career out of working with
customers and serving the industry.”
Whipple has family and friends in the
construction industry. His wife Stephanie
has worked in accounting at Sandy-based
Layton Construction since 2001, and his
mother Linda worked in administration >>
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at Salt Lake-based Jacobsen Construction,
before passing away in 2002 from
lymphoma. Whipple had his own scare with
cancer; he was diagnosed with melanoma
in April 2012 at age 31, one month after his
second child was born.
“You never forget that diagnosis,” he
said. “I had my ear rebuilt five years ago. I
had it; I dealt with it. It’s not something you
take lightly.”
He very much enjoys the relationships
he’s built with clients and says he relates to
the hard-nosed, hard-working spirit of this
industry.
“We’re all sort of blue collar people
at heart, and our industries are very blue
collar. We may not be swinging the hammer,
but we feel the same urgency to perform.
These are our type of folks.”

Rachel McKenzie, 35
Project Manager
TSA Architects

Shortly after designing the
Northpointe Medical Center in Tooele,
Rachel McKenzie tore the ACL in her left
knee in a skiing mishap. Her experience
as a patient (even though it was at a
different facility) reinforced her passion
for healthcare design and its technical
demands.
“When I was on that project I learned
about the complexities of designing
OR’s (operating rooms) and got a taste of
healthcare guidelines,” she said. “When
I became a patient…it just clicked at
that point. From a patient perspective I
appreciated the design effort we put into
58

(Northpointe). I better understood the
space. As I was going under (for surgery)
I was thinking about the mechanical
systems and other different aspects. It was
interesting.”
McKenzie joined TSA Architects of Salt
Lake City in March as a Project Manager,
and is one exam shy of becoming an
Associate of the firm, something she hopes
to complete soon.
After graduating from high school in
San Antonio (she lived in Bountiful from
ages 4-14), she attended BYU-Idaho in 2000
and took some pre-architecture courses
(drafting, CAD) before transferring to the
University of Utah’s School of Architecture,
earning a Masters in 2007.
Even as a child she knew she had
a creative interest in spaces and room
layout, but initially felt her business
management acumen was stronger than
her design expertise and unsure how that
would translate into a career.
“I would play with Barbie’s, but it was
more like master planning their houses,”
she laughed. “Same with Lego’s. I just
thought it was a hobby of mine. But the
more I got into it, I realized I could do
architecture and use my management
skills. The project management role fits
my personality well, and I get to have a
creative outlet as well.”
During her time at the U, she worked
as a front-end manager at a Winegar’s
grocery store in North Salt Lake, which she
said was great for developing customerservice and management skills.
Prior to joining TSA, she worked
for JSA in Salt Lake City, designing
hospitality projects and high-end custom
homes primarily. A move to Richardson
Partnership threw her into “the deep end”
of project management, as she designed
credit unions, the Gold’s Gym/VASA Fitness
transition, and various medical facilities.
She recently completed design of
Rocky Mountain Care Mountain View, a
new 51,000 SF skilled nursing facility in
Heber slated to open in Summer 2018. She’s
also been working on the design of what
she called the “patient room of the future”
at the Orthopedic Trauma and Surgical
Specialty (OTSS) Unit at the University of
Utah, a project currently awaiting funding.
“Rachel is an integral part of the team
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at TSA and through her cheerful, steady,
professional demeanor helps to define the
culture of the firm,” said Tracy Stocking,
TSA President.

Brett Goodman, 34
Principal, Engineer Lead
BHB Structural Engineers

Working as a framer building million
dollar custom homes over a couple of
summers steeled Brett Goodman’s desire
to pursue structural engineering as a
career, and he’s quickly established himself
as a savvy designer that enjoys testing
boundaries of form and function.
Take for example two projects at the
University of Utah – the Jon M. and Karen
Huntsman Basketball Facility and the
Cleone Peterson Eccles Alumni House.
On the former, completed in 2015, Project
Designer Jeremy Krug of Kansas City-based
Populous Architects charged Goodman
to design a unique cantilever feature that
extended out from the building. Krug asked
how far the structure could extend and
was initially told 20-25 ft., Krug countered
with 35, Goodman raised it to 40.
“It was this dynamic of him wanting
to push the envelope, and I was going
to push it right back at him,” said
Goodman. “We ended up doing about a
50 ft. cantilever (38 in. steel member) and
tapered wide flanges so at the very end it
was eight inches deep.”
On the Alumni House (slated to finish
in Spring 2018), Goodman said a 30 ft. steel
section of roof is only six inches thick,
which is rather unique. “It’s great being

able to work on something that scale and
make it into something sleek and clean.”
He also prides himself on coming up
with practical, cost-effective solutions that
still meet the architect’s design intent.
On the Barker Park Amphitheater
Expansion in North Ogden, Goodman worked
with architect Method Studio of Salt Lake on
the design of a complex, curved roof section
and came up with a cost-effective solution
that met the design intent.
“The curved roof shape will use a
classic metal deck that is fabricated to
bend so we get a complex shape with stock
material,” said Goodman. “We’re trying to
find economical ways to do it, to get that
cool shape and keep it in budget. If we’ve
spent all the money on the structure, the
building ends up with cheap finishes, so
we try hard to get the money out of the
structure. Nobody wants to pay for an
extra steel beam.”
“Brett has a passion for finding
creative structural solutions to
architectural design challenges,” said BHB
President Chris Hofheins. “He finds great

“BRETT HAS A PASSION FOR FINDING CREATIVE SOLUTIONS TO
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN CHALLENGES. HE FINDS GREAT SATISFACTION IN
HELPING TRANSFORM A DESIGN CONCEPT INTO REALITY…”
– CHRIS HOFHEINS, PRESIDENT, BHB.

satisfaction in helping transform a design
concept into reality with economical and
builder friendly solutions.”
A native of Salt Lake, Goodman
graduated from Hunter High School in 2001
and worked for Arden Hess Construction
(his uncle) as a framer. He enjoyed the
dynamic nature of custom home building,
particularly when the homeowner would
walk into a room and demand immediate
changes to what had been originally
designed, a sort of on-the-fly ‘design-build’
approach.
“You’d watch homeowners come
in and change the (design) as we were
building it,” he recalled. “It got me my first
taste of what construction is, what putting

a building together is. Since my uncle was
the general, we did all those little tasks
to keep the job going and interfaced with
all the trades. That’s what really solidified
structural engineering (as a career) in
my mind. I like construction, but I really
wanted to do design.”
Goodman graduated from the
University of Utah in 2006 and quickly
landed at BHB, finding himself immediately
drawn to the firm’s client-focused
approach, overall company culture, and the
vision of the owners.
“It was a good fit for me,” he said. “BHB
is all about growth and pushing each other.
We have a strong client focus and that was
ingrained in me from day one.” n
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Skullcandy Corporate Headquarters

TASTY NEW DIGS

Modern form meets stylish function on Skullcandy’s new
49,300 SF headquarters, which has ample space for its 160
Utah-based employees and plenty of room to accommodate
future growth. (photos courtesy Think Architecture)

Skullcandy’s Corporate Headquarters was
designed to accommodate future growth of
the popular Park City-based company.
By Brad Fullmer

I

n their quest to bring all Utah
employees under ‘one house’, executives
from Skullcandy – a popular headphone
and audio equipment/accessories
company founded in Park City in 2002 –
spent more than four years searching for
the perfect space.
They ultimately got their wish
and moved into its new corporate
headquarters this past summer – a modern
and functional, two-story, 49,300 SF space

60
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within a building developed by Salt Lakebased Boyer Company.
Tyler Kirk, Principal for Think
Architecture of Murray, said it was unique
working with both entities and coming
up with a design that fit both the needs
of the owner (Boyer) and a prime tenant
(Skullcandy), given that the later signed
a 10-year lease on the assumption it will
outgrow the space over the next decade.
“It was a pretty complicated design

process because Skullcandy had a lot
of staff and management interested in
different aspects of the building, and Boyer
as the owner had their own opinion,” said
Kirk. He said the owner was willing to make
whatever provisions needed to make the
tenant happy, but at the same time had
to consider how it could be adapted to
another use in the future.
“(Boyer) let Skullcandy have a lot of
flexibility in what they wanted to put >>
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Skullcandy Corporate Headquarters

Not many corporate offices can lay claim to
having an indoor skateboard ramp in its lobby,
one of many Millennial-driven features.

into the building,” said Kirk, naming items
that are atypical for a regular office, like
an anechoic chamber (echo-free space),
manufacturing/fabrication areas, and
large overhead doors. “They certainly
accommodated what Skullcandy needed.”
Karli Geddes, Channel Marketing
Manager for Skullcandy, said firm
executives started getting serious about a
new office a little over four years ago, with
an impetus for finding a building in the city
of its origin. It proved more difficult than
expected.
“It was important for us to stay in
Park City,” said Geddes. “We had been in
a multi-tenant space and basically taking
any space we could get, even on different
floors, because we were growing so fast.
We liked the idea of all of us being together
– it wasn’t fun having everyone segregated.
We’re one big happy family!”
The TI project took more than nine
months to build out, and fits the profile
62

of a young, growing, Millennial-driven
office with an emphasis on open space,
daylighting and views of the natural
environment.
“We wanted everybody on the same
floor and an open concept, one that
encourages efficiency and openness,”
said Geddes, noting that only the six main
company executives and payroll have
actual offices. “The way it’s designed – it’s
like a race track – is to make sure everyone
gets natural light, which meant more
creative space by putting everybody on the
outside, while allowing meeting rooms and
offices in the core of the building.”
Amenities include a sweet exterior
plaza with skate park/interior skate
ramp, high-performance glazing that
reduces workspace glare, high-end custom
furniture, and 3D print areas.
Geddes said the firm currently has
160 employees in its Park City HQ, along
with employees in international locales
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including Canada, Switzerland, and South
America. The Park City office features
ample room to grow – Geddes said the firm
did a “rough growth” outline that extends
out eight years.
“We have plenty of space, a lot of
different areas; we purposely spread out
departments and zones and room to grow
by double,” she said. “We also have first
rites to a lot diagonal to us, so we might
need to find a way in the future to connect
the buildings.”
The building’s back property is
adjacent to a natural wetlands area, with
direct views to the Utah Olympic Park.
Kirk said that in itself makes the building
special.
“The best aspect is the setting,” said
Kirk. “It backs onto dedicated open space
so the views will be preserved forever. We
tried to capitalize on that with the design
by opening up the building to maximize
those views.” >>

Skullcandy Corporate Headquarters
United Contractors, Inc. of Salt
Lake City built the core and shell, and
Skullcandy’s T.I. concurrently, according to
Jessie Fox, Project Superintendent. Working
through a harsh Summit County winter and

encountering some unforeseen site issues
added some extra challenges to the tight
work schedule.
“There was a huge amount of
coordination that needed to take place for

this to happen,” said Fox. “Throughout the
whole process, I felt fortunate to work with
such a phenomenal team. Despite all the
ups and downs, we were able to complete
the project on time.” n

Skullcandy Corporate Headquarters
Location: Park City
Cost: $9.5 million
Size: 49,300 SF
Owner: Boyer Company
Architect: Think Architecture
GC: United Contractors
Civil: Ensign Engineers
Electrical: Spectrum Engineers
Mechanical: PVE
Structural: BHB Structural
Subcontractors: CR Lighting and Electric,
Archer Mechanical, Iron Horse Concrete
Construction, Noorda, RJ Masonry, DKA
Construction, Mountain Valley Painting,
Penscott Flooring, Hanson Welding and
Fabrication, JT Steel
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CASE N Series Loader/ Backhoes, with our exclusive Power Lift
technology, beat the competition with more capacity to lift, curl, crane
and move. Our loader provides excellent breakout force and almost
1000 pounds greater lift capacity at full height than any other machine
in its class. With factory-trained dealers to help increase productivity
and raise expectations, the muscle to do your hard work is here.
Visit your CASE dealer today.

CaseCE.com
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V O Brothers Mechanical LLC
1563 S. 1100 W. Ogden, UT 84404
www.vobrothers.com

CENTURY EQUIPMENT COMPANY, INC

4343 CENTURY DR
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84123
801-262-5761

(801) 262-5761

In the Trenches

Redesigned intersection, OGFC Surface Improve
Safety at Wasatch Blvd./No. Little Cottonwood Road Jct.
By Brad Fullmer

With autumn quickly drawing to a close,
crews from Salt Lake-based Kilgore
Construction were busy putting the final
touches on a $1.7 million, federally-funded
project at the Wasatch Boulevard (SR-210)/
Little Cottonwood Road intersection,
aimed primarily at improving public
safety.
Those measures include a redesigned
intersection, 2,500 ft. of new asphalt
paving, and a concrete barrier to prevent
northbound traffic on Little Cottonwood
66

Road from turning left onto Wasatch
Boulevard. The interchange should be
a particular benefit to the local cycling
community, given the recreational
popularity of the east bench road that
connects the mouths of Big and Little
Cottonwood Canyons.
Project Superintendent Hugo Zagal
of Kilgore said the asphalt surface is
comprised of open-graded friction course
(OGFC), a type of mix that contains an
unusually small portion of fine aggregate
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(sand), creating a pavement with a
relatively large percentage of air voids.
Benefits of OGFC include permeability
for better surface drainage/reduced
hydroplaning and a higher degree of
friction. Zagal said there was no sand in
this particular mix, just 3/8 in. aggregate.
Along with a new signal, striping and
signage, crews placed approximately 900
tons of asphalt on the federally-funded
project in a two month schedule, slated to
conclude the first week in November. n

Crews from Kilgore Construction of Salt Lake pave the redesigned
intersection of SR-210 and Wasatch Blvd. in Cottonwood Heights
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JVCC Project Earns National Kudos
West Jordan-based center earns prestigious CARITAS
Project’s Eighth Annual Generative Space Award.
By Brad Fullmer

Judges recognized JVCC as a facility that “exhibits
systematic improvements in health, vitality, and the wellbeing of individuals, organizations, and the community…”
(photos courtesy TSA)

S

alt Lake-based TSA Architects gained
national recognition in September
as the firm was presented with the
CARITAS Project’s Eighth Annual
‘Generative Space Award’ for the
design of the Jordan Valley Cancer Center
in West Jordan.
“It is really significant,” said Nathan
Murray, Vice President of TSA. “Prior
winners are the ‘best of the best’ so it’s a
big deal for our firm and our client to win

68
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this award.”
According to its website, The CARITAS
Project aims to transform healthcare
delivery projects through strategies
and programs that produce ‘generative’
environments. Generative space, whether it’s
an environment or place – both physical and
social elements – is where the experience
of building occupants fulfills the functional
requirements of that space, while definitively
improving their health and quality of life.

Generative space progressively and tangibly
improves over time.
“There are not many awards that
delve as broadly and deeply into building
aspects,” Murray added. “It’s not just about
a beautiful building; all pieces have to
come together.
The facility – which is part of the
Jordan Valley Medical Center campus –
marks the first comprehensive cancer
center for Boston-based Steward >>
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Jordan Valley Cancer Center

Healthcare (formerly IASIS; Steward
acquired 18 IASIS hospitals in 10 states for
$2 billion in October) in its system, and is
the first full-service cancer center in the
western Salt Lake Valley.
A panel of judges comprised of
healthcare experts and architects
worldwide looked at projects that cultivate
intimate relationships within five user
groups: patients, family, visitor, staff, and
community. Judges comments included:
“The fact that the facility is a
gathering place speaks to its success in
removing the stigma of cancer. The spaces
are actively connected to nature, look calm
and…support collaboration; all needed in
cancer care.”
“I liked this from the beginning.
Unusually for cancer centers, this entry…
builds its story around communities,
beginning with people living with cancer
70

and moving outwards through families,
staff and the wider locality. It puts into
practice the ‘new paradigm’ LBD diagram
in breaking out of a bilateral transactional
relationship to embrace the admittedly
complex interactions between service user,
provider and community. The architecture
follows…in carefully thought through,
space-forming, empathetic finishes, and
legibility. This story is therefore about
people and not just space.”
“The Jordan Valley Cancer Center is at
heart a generative space, designed as such
and recognized by its users as a good place
to be at a time of crisis.”
“…the Center alone exhibits systemic
improvements in health, vitality, and
the well-being of the individuals,
organizations, and the community as
depicted in The New Paradigm diagram.
The stand-out features of this project
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include its comprehensiveness of specialty
providers and the Nurse Navigators model
of care which makes the facility unique.
The Center definitely has the physical
and social features that help create a
generative space including a natureinspired healing oasis.” n

Jordan Valley Cancer Center
Owner: Rockworth Development
Client: IASIS Healthcare (now Steward
Healthcare); Jordan Valley Medical Center
Size: 25,000 SF
Start/Completion: July 2015/July 2016
Architect: TSA Architects
GC: Layton Construction
Civil: Great Basin Engineering
Structural: BHB Engineers
Electrical: Envision Engineering
Mechanical: David L. Jensen & Assoc.
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> Safety Trends

Tempered Glazing Aids Building Occupant Welfare
By Reed Scott Olson

There is little debate that safety glazing
saves lives and prevents injuries. Prior to
the enactment of federal standard 16 CFR
Part 1201 in 1977 for glass in hazardous
locations, the U.S. Consumer Product
Safety Commission (CPSC) estimated
that approximately 100,000 injuries were
treated annually in emergency rooms due
to human impact with glazing materials.*
According to CPSC data, some 20 years
after the implementation of 16 CFR Part
1201, the number of injuries due to human
impact with glazing materials treated per
year declined to 19,100 per year between
1991 and 2013; an 81% reduction.
A lot of credit is due to this federal
standard. In addition, at the state level,
the adoption of the International Building
Code (IBC) – specifically the provisions
contained in Chapter 24 Glass and Glazing

Close-up view of tempered glazing, manufactured by
Viracon. (courtesy Steel Encounters, Inc.)
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– has also contributed to the promulgation
of building occupant safety and welfare in
regards to safety glazing being installed in
potentially injurious locations. 16 CFR Part
1201 leaves many potentially hazardous
locations unaddressed (such as windows)
and its impact testing procedures have
been left unrevised since 1977. Fortunately,
the IBC offers a more thorough listing of
glazing locations which are potentially
injurious to building occupants (section
2406.4) and the ANSI Z97.1 human impact
testing procedure is referenced in the IBC
to offer an updated testing standard for
impact testing.
In March 2016, the CPSC voted
unanimously to replace its aging testing
procedures outlined in 16 CFR 1201 with
those used in the ANSI Z97.1 standard. Thus,
state governments through the IBC and
ANSI Z97.1 are working in tandem with the
federal government through 16 CFR 1201 to
comprehensively promote the protection
of building occupants with safety glazing
in hazardous locations.
Safety Glazing Performance
In the majority of applications,
glazing which passes the impact testing
requirements of the IBC is either tempered
or laminated. Tempered safety glazing
performs well under the conditions of
simulated human impact loads because
of the compressive strength at its surface
gained through the tempering process. It
is approximately four times stronger and
more resistant to impact than annealed
(untreated) glass; when it breaks, latent
forces embedded between the inner
layer in tension and the outer layer in
compression are unleashed in an explosion
of mechanical energy that reduces the size
of broken glass to harmless small cubes
(as opposed to shards that may produce
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Reed Scott Olson

serious injury/death).
As the critical, primary source in
the supply chain for high quality safety
glazing, manufacturers are required to
meet stringent technical standards to
ensure their final product meets impact
testing standards required by regulations,
codes and written specifications. Glazing
fabricators that meet or exceed these
standards develop and maintain an indepth knowledge of technical standards
as they apply to their safety glazing
products.
Alissa Schmidt, Manager of Technical
Services and Architectural Design at
Viracon’s Owatonna, Minn., location,
stated, “As a fabricator, we meet applicable
ASTM Standards for both tempered and
laminated glass. Both ASTM C1048, the
standard for tempered glass, and ASTM
C1172, the standard for laminated glass,
outline testing and interpreting procedures
in accordance with CPSC 16 CFR 1201 and
ANSI Z97.1. The processes we implement in
our manufacturing facilities clearly connect
what is being manufactured to the final use
of the product as safety glazing.”
The specific hazardous locations
for which safety glazing is required to
be installed are outlined in 16 CFR Part
1201 as well as section 2406.4 in the IBC
(2009-2015). Section 2406.4 includes seven

building component configurations wherein
if glazing is found it is very likely to be
susceptible to human impact load and
therefore it is required to be evaluated for
formal designation as a hazardous location.
These seven locations outlined in 2406.4
include glazing in doors, adjacent to doors,
in windows, in guards and railings, near wet
surfaces such as pools, and glazing adjacent
to stairway and ramps. The code outlines
important building component and glazing
variables that must be identified and are
used in the evaluation of these potentially
hazardous locations. These variables
should be collected and considered
comprehensively during a rigorous,
systematic analysis of all the subsections
of 2406.4. Such variables include the overall
width and height of the glazed opening, the
vertical dimension of the walking surface
relative to the bottom and top edges of
the glazing, the horizontal dimension of
the edge of the walking surface relative
to the vertical plane of the glass, and the
existence or absence of guardrails intended
to protect the glazing plane from impact.
A comprehensive, deeper
understanding of the principles underlying
the code requirements related to human
impact testing, safety glazing criteria, and
hazardous locations as specified in the
codes, will allow construction industry
professionals to transcend the minimum
prescriptive requirements of the code,
thereby maximizing the promotion of
the health, safety and welfare of building
occupants. n
*All numbers used in this analysis
of CPSC injury data have been adjusted
according to per capita population of the
U.S. per year
Reed Scott Olson, AIA, NCARB, is a
Senior Project Engineer for Salt Lakebased Steel Encounters, Inc., assigned
full-time to administer the contract for the
building envelope (emphasis on Curtain
Wall and Metal Wall Panel Systems) for
the SLC International Airport Terminal
Redevelopment Program. He can be
contacted at 801-478-8117 or scottolson@
steelencounters.com.
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> Labor Relations

7 Tips for Better Employee Retention
by Jennifer Newman

As architecture, engineering, and
construction (A/E/C) firms suffer from
a shortage of experienced design and
construction professionals, the industry
finds itself in the middle of a talent war.
According to a survey by Building
Design+Construction, 58% of respondents
say it takes four-plus months to fill the
most difficult positions. Meanwhile, in a
study conducted by the Center for America
Progress, the cost of losing an employee
can run as high as 213% for highly-trained
positions, meaning to place a highlyqualified employee making $80,000 a year
could cost the company a staggering
$170,000. It stands to reason that employee
retention is among the top priorities for
A/E/C firms today.
These seven tips can help you win the
employee retention battle as part of the
greater talent war.
Make a Great First Impression. Hire
the right people and ensure they don’t
just fit the role but also the company
culture. Be sure to define their role and
expectations clearly; no one likes a bait-andswitch. Start them off with a streamlined
onboarding process, so they feel welcome
and comfortable in their position and
understand your firm vision, procedures,
and culture. Finally, celebrate their addition
to the team.
Transparency and Communication.
Transparency can give employees a sense
of ownership in the company. Open, honest
and unambiguous communication can
eliminate job uncertainty and animosity
within the company culture. Create
strategies for open feedback, online forums,
and town hall meetings, allowing employees
to ask questions of top leadership.
Make it Their Mission to Engage.
Companies with highly-engaged employees
have turnover rates 31% lower than those
with employees who are less engaged.
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Retention increases when employees feel
that they have a sense of meaning and
purpose and can connect how their jobs
contribute to the mission and move the
company forward. Engage your employees
in your firm’s mission, vision, and goals
and encourage employees to share and
implement ideas that can improve processes
and policies. When employees feel like
they’re part of your story, you will keep them
inspired, engaged, and on board.
Vicky Golie, CPSM, Marketing Director of
Salt Lake-based architecture firm Babcock
Design, attributes the firm’s employee
retention success to engagement. “We work
hard and play hard,” says Golie. “We have a
standing committee that meets regularly
to strengthen our culture, keep moral high,
make things fun, and strive for a work-life
balance.”
Invest in Your Employees Growth.
A drive to continually grow and improve
is part of what makes a great employee.
Communicate openly with employees about
their career paths and empower employees
to set their own goals. Give them the training,
tools, resources and mentoring they need to
achieve those goals. Couple this with simple,
goal-based performance reviews and the
result will be a highly motivated employee
that stays for the long haul.
Mike Johnson of MEP firm Van Boerum
& Frank Associates (VBFA) of Salt Lake City,
says employees tend to look at firms with
a solid work history and future growth
opportunities. “Great firms offer stability,
support and mentoring at every stage of
your career,” he said.
Recognize and Reward. Employees
who feel valued, appreciated and needed
are likely to support management decisions,
accept organizational changes and stay
loyal. Show your employees they are valued
and appreciated by recognizing them and
celebrating their successes and efforts with
specific, tangible rewards.
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Tuesday, December 12th

UC&D ‘2017 Most Outstanding Projects’ Awards Event
Jennifer Newman

Fran Pruyn, Senior Principal at architecture
firm CRSA states: “It can be something as
simple as periodic gift cards for extraordinary
performance. Reward your people, and they will
reward you with their loyalty.”
Work-Life Balance. For many people,
work-life balance means more than having
time to spend with their families or on
activities. They want to contribute to a firm
that cares about them as individuals. Give
employees the opportunity to connect
with one another and make a difference.
Organizations that prioritize employees
increase the bottom line. When employees
feel valued, it encourages them to provide
better customer service to clients.
Doug Lineback, a 28-year employee at
VFBA said, “the firm gives employees the
resources and equipment to do their job
well and stay healthy, as well as providing
a friendly atmosphere where the owners
encourage employees and are interested in
their family.”
Compensation. Be sure that you are
paying your employees what they are worth
or better and ensure you are rewarding
them on a regular basis with raises and
bonuses. Offer competitive benefits that
include flexibility based on individual needs,
positions and skills. n
Jennifer C. Newman, CPSM, is CEO of
Ignite Coaching & Consulting, LLC, of Salt Lake
City, a full-service management, marketing
and business development consulting and
coaching firm. Contact her at (904) 502-9999.

Utah Construction & Design (UC&D) is proud to announce its list of 2017 Most Outstanding Projects. A panel of 7 industry professionals
handed out awards to 35 projects from more than 95 submissions, including Vivint.SmartHome Arena Renovation, which earned the coveted
‘Project of the Year’ award. A recap of each of the award-winning projects will be included in the December issue of UC&D.
Join us Tuesday morning, December 12th at Little America Hotel for Utah Construction & Design’s 5th annual ‘Most Outstanding
Projects’ Awards Breakfast. We encourage ﬁrms who won awards to invite clients and employees to the event. We look forward to
seeing you then!

Registration: 7:00am to 8:30am
Breakfast: 8:30am to 9:00am
Program: 9:00am to 10:30am

For a digital registration form visit: www.utahcdmag.com/events
or contact Ladd Marshall at lmarshall@utahcdmag.com with any questions.

UTAH CONSTRUCTION & DESIGN 2017 MOST OUTSTANDING PROJECTS
PROJECT

VivintSmartHome Arena Renovation
CHG Healthcare Services Headquarters
SkullCandy Corporate Ofﬁce Building
Fashion Place North Expansion
U of U Shoreline Ridge Parking Structure
AE Urbia Ofﬁce Building
Hale Centre Theatre
Project Open
Primary Children’s & Families’ Research Center
UVU Melisa Nellesen Center for Autism
Mountain View Corridor, 5400 S. to 4100 S.
SR-12 Slope Stabilization Project
Stein Eriksen Residences
Home Depot Distribution Center
U of U Campus Wide Electrical Distribution Upgrade
Midvale Middle School
Red Butte Garden Water Conservation Garden
Canyon Corners
4th West Apartments
Legacy Village at Sugarhouse Senior Housing
Herriman City Hall & Towne Center
Ceder City Temple
SoJo Station
Larry H. Miller Corporate & Family Ofﬁces
Uniﬁed State Laboratory Module II
Regent Street
Wardle Fields Regional Park
Entrata Corporate Headquarters
Missionary Training Center Expansion
U of U Crocker Science Building
Superior Air Handling
Hale Centre Theatre
Intermountain Healthcare Layton Hospital
VivintSmartHome Arena Renovation
UofU Ski House
Ogden Weber Applied Technology College
Telos U
Tibble Fork Dam Rehabilitation Project

CATEGORY

Project of the Year
Commercial/Ofﬁce Over $10M
Commercial/Ofﬁce Under $10M
Commercial/Retail
Concrete/Structures
Design-Build
Entertainment
Green/Sustainable
Healthcare
Higher Education
Highway Over $10M
Highway Under $10M
Hospitality/Resort
Industrial/Distribution
Infrastructure
K-12
Landscape/Public Space
Mixed Use
Multi-Family
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Municipal
Precast Conctrete
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Publisher’s Pick
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Specialty Contracting - Masonry
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Sports/Recreation
Tenant Improvement
Tilt Up
Water/Wastewater

SUBMITTING FIRM(S)

Okland Construction
MHTN Architects
Think Architecture
Big-D Construction
Ralph L. Wadsworth Construction
AE Urbia
Layton Construction
Wadman Corp
Jacobsen Construction & Architecural Nexus
Curtis Miner Architecture
Staker Parson Companies & Ralph L. Wadsworth
W.W. Clyde & Co.
Think Architecture
Big-D Construction
Spectrum Engineers
Hughes General Contractors
MGB+A & Gramoll Construction
Layton Construction
Architecture Belgique
Big-D Construction
Layton Construction
Forterra Structural Precast
Jacobsen Construction
Method Studio
Big-D Construction
GSBS Architects
Think Architecture
Method Studio & AE Urbia
MTC JV - Okland, Jacobsen, Layton
Okland Construction
Ascent Construction
IMS Masonry
CCI Mechanical
Hunt Electric
Ascent Construction
ajc architects
Hughes General Contractors
Whitaker Construction
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Making Place for the Human Spirit!
University of Utah Hospital
Orthopaedic Rehab Center of Excellence

TSA Architects
801.463.7108
info@tsa-usa.com
www.tsa-usa.com
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PIONEERING
NEW HEIGHTS

The construction industry is full of visionaries who take risks and try new ideas to
complete jobs on time and under budget. Our team of attorneys has served as a guide
for people just like you for decades. Whether your challenge is construction, financing,
permitting, engineering, procurement contracts, or solving disputes through litigation
mediation, or arbitration, our construction lawyers are here to help you move your project
forward.
Contact: Scott DeGraffenried
801.799.5759 dsdegraffenried@hollandhart.com
222 South Main Street, Suite 2200
Salt Lake City, UT 84101

www.hollandhart.com

